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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes preliminary results of a research 

program conducted by Main Geophysical Observatory scientists during the 

GATE (GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment). The origin and characteristic 

features of the dust layer are discussed. Inferences of microphysical 

and optical characteristics of the dust aerosol made from ship data are 

presented. 

Chemical analyses of aerosols showed a rather high content of 

metals. The iron concentration nearly always exceeded 10-5 kg m-3 for 

aircraft aerosol observations. 

Extensive data are presented giving spectral and total short

wave radiative flux divergence values for cloudfree, dust and strato

form cloud cases. These data are interpreted in the context of the 

meteorological conditions and the optical parameters of the aerosol or 

cloud layer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the characteristic features of the tropical atmosphere's 

general circulation is the significant effect upon it of radiation factors 

[1, 41J, which explains the important role of the GATE Radiation Subprogram 

and the need for adequate incorporation of the radiative flux divergence 

in solving the main problems of GATE. 

The conditions of the radiation transfer in the tropical atmosphere 

of the equatorial Atlantic are rather specific: high temperature and high 

air humidity, frequent African dust-sandy outbreaks of large areal extent, 

specific (and drastically variable depending on latitude) conditions of 

cloudiness - all these cause the necessity for elaborating specific 

techniques for parameterizing the radiation processes and the checking of 

such techniques by the GATE RSP data. 

The incorporation of the aerosol effects on the shortwave and long

wave radiation transfer is an important aspect of parameterization. There

fore, the present paper discusses mainly this aspect. The ship and aircraft 

observations carried out within the framework of the GATE RSP [30J have 

made it possible to obtain the extensive material allowing the complete 

analysis of both the characteristic features of the time-spatial variation 

of the aerosol concentration field and its properties (size distribution, 

chemical composition, optical parameters), and the effect of aerosol on 

atmospheric transparency and radiation transfer. 

In connection with this, special attention is paid to the problem of 

the Saharan Aerosol Layer (SAL) effect on radiation transfer and meteoro

logical regime, when gigantic dust clouds flow from the Sahara, (which 

sometimes cross the Atlantic Ocean and reach the American coast). It is 

beyond doubt that the study of the SAL and other analogous aerosol form

ations is of great interest from the point of view of the 'climate and 

aerosol I problem. 
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It would be quite natural to begin with a discussion of the GATE RSP 

data already processed: i.e. characteristics of the meteorological 

conditions, analysis of the origin and areal extent of the Saharan dust

sandy flows from the geostationary satellite photographs (Section 2). 

Then the data on size distribution and chemical composition of the dust 

aerosol are considered (Section 3). The characteristic features of the 

radiative climatology in the GATE area are described in Section 4, and 

the data on the atmospheric transparency are given. The characteristic 

features of the vertical profiles of radiation fluxes and radiative heat 

flux divergences vs. the vertical structure of the aerosol concentration 

field, as inferred from the aircraft data, are given in Section 5. Section 

6 deals with the spectral measurements of the shortwave radiation fluxes. 

The paper ends with Section 7 dedicated to studies of angular and spectral 

characteristics of shortwave radiation reflectance. 



2. ORIGIN AND AREAL EXTENT OF THE DUST AEROSOL 

The powerful dust outbreaks from the Sahara over the Atlantic ocean are 

t'ather frequent. The zone of the main dust fall-out (the so-called "Sea 

of Darkness") was determined from the data of numerous ship observations. 

Aside from this zone of reddish-brown dust fall-out brought by 

the north-east trade winds, the area of the dust fall-out was found in 

the zone affected by the "harmatan ll effect (the east wind developed in 

the southern Sahara). The satellites contributed much to the detailed 

study of these phenomena: the dust clouds were studied from space 

photographs [2, 3, 29,40]. With the help of the images obtained from 

the ATS-l geostationary satellite one could observe the development of 

an enormous dust cloud [28]; and the Saharan dust was sampled near the 

Barbados Island [39]. 

From the satellite and ground-truth data, the variation of dust 

composition was studied versus geographical location of the dust outbreak 

[37] . 

In April, 1972, on board the ship "Akademik Shirshov", the aerosol 

measurements in the region of a large dust cloud registered from the 

meteorological satellite TV images, were carried out. They made it 

possible to assess the dust mass in the cloud to be about 5 million tons 

[5] . 

During the Soviet expedition TROPEX-72, interesting results were 

obtained which indicated that the drastic deterioration of transparency, and 

the highest aerosol concentrations coincided with the powerful dust flows 

from p.fr-i ca 14]. 

However. all the above-mentioned data are rather scarce and fragmen

tary_ These data were analyzed without regard for conditions of the dust 
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flow!s origin and development over land, which are connected with 

meteorological conditions and characteristic features of the underlying 

surface; also the dust flow dynamics were not considered, and the 

chemical composition of the dust was studied insufficiently. 

The GATE made it possible to carty out the complete complex 

investigations of the powerful dust pollution of the atmosphere. Apart 

from the ship measurements, aircraft soundings were performed, during 

which the aerosol was sampled, and spectral measurements of radiation 

fluxes were made. 

At the same time, a large sea area was investigated, which made it 

possible to obtain the data on aerosol spatial variations. The GATE alrea 

images obtained from the Soviet meteorological satellites "Meteor-16, 'l7, 

18 1i
, the A'llerican geostationary satellites ATS-6, SMS-l, and quasipolar 

satellites NOfl..,i\-2, NOAA-3 are an important source of information. 

The most powerful dust pollution of the atmosphere detected from the 

TV and IR images during GATE was observed on the 4th and 30th of July. 

In both cases during the dust cloud passage, complex measurements were 

carried out by the ship scientists, including actinometric, spectral and 

aerosol observations. The MGO flying laboratory (IL-18M) sounded the 

atmosphere to measure meteorological, aerosol and radiation parameters. 

Since the most intensive dust pollution of the atmosphere was observed 

on 29-30 July (all the ships, including "Passat ll
, being located near the 

equator, registered the sharp deterioration of atmospheric transparency 

and the increase of aerosol concentration), it was decided to concentrate 

on the analysis of this case. 
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2.1 Characteristic Features of the Underlying Surface of the Western 

Sahara and its Effect on the Origin of the Dust Outbreaks 

As the analysis of the space TV and IR images shows, the dust flows 

over the Atlantic originate from the desert zone of the Western Sahara, 

the dry savannas and partly the savannas within the gigantic "amphitheatre" 

surrounded on the north, east and south by mountains (Atlas Mountains, 

Ahhagar Mountains, Mountains of the Guinea Coast) and their foothills 

(Fig. 1). The altitudes in this region are 200-500 m above sea level. 

The maximum heights of the surrounding hills are 1000 m in the south, 

2000 m in the east, and 3500 m in the north. Even though the "wall" of 

these hills is broken, its elevation shows variations, and, in the south 

it recedes beyond the Sahara, nevertheless the infrastructure of the relief 

affects, to a certain extent, the atmospheric circulation in the lower 

troposphere over this part of the continent, and provides for northeast to 

southwest and east to west air fluxes out of this natural amphitheatre and 

into the Atlantic. 

The dust fluxes are formed within a triangle defined by the coordinates 

16°W, 5°E a.nd 28°N, 16°N. The southern boundary of this tria.ngle is 

located far from the south "wall!! of the hills and follows closely the 

border of the desert and the dry savannas. The relief of the amphitheatre's 

floor is formed by two main types of the underlying surfaces, namely 

stony plains and sandy massives. 

It is interesting to note that some of these large sandy massives, 

Erg-Shelly (1000 km long and 200 km wide), and Erg-Igudy (700 km long 

and 70 km wide) are oriented from northeast to southwest, with a 

corresponding bend in the direction of the dominating winds. 
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I 
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Fig. The scheme of the Western Sahara underlying surface in the region 
of dust storms development from the "World Atlas" (Moscow, GUGK, 
1967) . 
Notations! 
l} Sands with dunes and barchanes. 
2} Relief with altitudes from 500 m and higher. 
3) Ledges. 
4) Boundary separating the tropical belt from the sub-equatorial 

one (the desert and semi-desert zone from that of savannah and 
thin forests). - Inserted: the scheme of the direction of the 
dominant air flow in the surface atmospheric layer over the 
Northern Africa from "Climates of Africa ll (Gidrometeoizdat, 
Leningrad~ 1967). 
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The dominating eolian relief forms occurring in the zone of the sandy 

massives are longitudinal (relative to the wind direction) with sandy 

ridges up to several kilometers long stretching from north-northeast to 

south-southwest, and from northeast to southwest. The fields of these 

dunes stand out clearly in the photos from the manned aircraft. In the 

images from ERTS-l, they are observed, in some cases, not only within the 

sandy massives - ergs, but also on the surface of the stony plains. 

The specific relief features of the stony plains, plateaux and 

separate hills in this particular region appear as a vast development of 

deflated furrows and hollows (associated with the extracting effect of 

the dust-sandy fluxes). The deflated forms of the relief in this region 

have been known before [7]. However, only with the help of the space 

survey did it become possible to establish the vast areal extent of such 

formations: they are observed even in small-scale TV images, especially 

in the region of Adrar plateau and in the regions located south of the 

residual hills (Fig. 2a). The deflated furrows cause the striped patterns 

of the image (associated with alternation of ridges formed of the dark

colored rocks, and depressions between them). The deflated furrows of the 

relief in this region are oriented from northeast to southwest. The 

surface deposits here vary greatly: one can observe gravel, usually 

rather poor deposits seated upon the native bedrock of different composi

tion, on the stony plains, plateaux and residual hills. In some places, 

pebble deposits are found; but the eol sands, which are devoid of 

vegetation are a practically inexhaustible source of dust fluxes and are 

the most wide-spread particles among the loose deposits. 

The sands of the Saharan ergs are mainly fine-grained quartz particles 

whose size is mainly 0.25-1.1 ~m. They are a reddish color caused by the 
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t 12:00 185:74 01-A-1 0475 2725 B1 DAKAR 

Fig. 2a Photo of the dust outbreak over the Atlantic 
taken from SMS-1 on 4 July, 1974. 
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t 13:00 211:74 01-A-2 0325 2500 C1 DAKAR 

Fig. 2b Photo of the dust outbreak over the Atlantic 
taken from SMS-l on 30 July, 1974~ 
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grains' ferruginous coating - the desert crust consists of Fe203 [6, 31J. 

The large areal extent of such deposits observed also on the stony plains 

caused the reddish-pinkish tint in the color images of the region taken 

from aboard the manned spacecraft. This fact also causes the reddish 

coloration of the atmospheric dust formations flowing out from this 

region, which was often recorded by ships and aircraft. 

Some light-colored (white, yellowish) sands are locally observed in 

the considered region, these being younger than the reddish sands. 

Finally, the alluvial sandy deposits and those containing silt are 

observed in the southern part of the region investigated, within the 

alluvial lowland of the Niger River; they are light-colored and silicon 

enriched due to a high content of fresh-water diatoms. Such light 

orange deposits are the feeding source for the dust flows to the Atlantic 

associated with the development of harmatan. 

2.2 Characteristic Features of the Dust Outbreaks' Images Obtained 
From Space 

The photographs from the SMS-l geostationary satellite were used for 

analysis. Images of different spacial resolution and survey obtained in 

the visible and IR were considered, namely, the global IR images (the 

portion of the hemisphere seen from the satellite) with a 4 km resolution 

in the center, and the TV images covering the area of 6000 x 6000 km and 

having the resolution of 1.5 km. 

The authors analyzed the images obtained during the experiment, and 

also used the images of the dust-flows obtained at a different time before 

the experiment. 

In the visible, the dust flows are more distinctly seen over the 

aquatic area (Figs. 2a, 2b). This is caused by the larger brightness 
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contrast of the dust clouds over water as compared to that of the dust 

clouds over land. The identification of dust-flows over land in the visible 

is particularly complicated for this region, due to the large areal extent 

of the light-colored sandy deposits, which form the background surface. 

Besides, when passing over land, the dust flows mask the residual hills, 

ridges and plateaux of dark-colored rocks, which are easily singled out 

in the images taken in the absence of the dust-flows. 

The comparison of the images of the same region taken at different 

times, together with characteristic features of such hills serving as 

marking points, makes it possible to evaluate the development of the 

dust-flow. This is, in particular, clearly seen in the image obtained 

on 30 July (Fig. 2b). The powerful dust cloud masks the details of the 

relief to the north and south of the Adrar plateau~ that are distinctly 

seen in the images taken in the absence of the dust over the same region 

(Fig. 2a). In the images, the dust-flows often, though not always, stand 

out as a pronounced striped formation caused by the inhomogeneity of the 

dust turbidity spatial development and by the streamed structure of the 

dust cloud. 

The presence of dust-flows is accentuated by the cloud orientation. 

especially in the cases when both dust-flows and clouds are drawn 

into the same ~ystem of the atmospheric circulation. Most often such 

phenomena are observed in the imaqes over the Atlantic far from the 

center of the dust-flow qeneration (Fiqs. 2a, 2b). The dust-flows 

over the aquatic area ate recoqnized in the TV imaqes by the decreasinq 

briqhtness of the cloud masses located below the dust cloud, i.e. the 

dust albedo is lower than cloud albedo. The cloud masses below the 

dust cloud ilgrolfJ greyll, and their boundaries become dim. In the IR 

images, the dust turbidity of the atmosphere is depicted by the light 
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grey tint, i.e. they are cold formations when compared to the land surface, 

but darker (warm) when compared to the cloud upper boundary (Figs. 3a, 3b, 

and 3c). In the IR day-time images, the dust formations are more distinctly 

seen over land, which is explained by the higher temperature contrasts of 

the 1I1and-dustl! system. The IR images allow one to trace the development 

of dust clouds not only in the day-time (as in the TV images), but also 

at night, By night, when the land surface is strongly cooled, the 

temperature contrast of the !!land-dust cloud!! system decreases. 

The joint usage of the IR and TV images is most informative for the 

analysis of the dust outbreak. 

2.3 Characteristic Features of the Western Sahara Dust Outbreak's 
~atial Extent Over the Atlantic 

Photographing from satellites has made it possible to obtain unique 

information about the size, configuration and areal extent of the dust 

outbreaks. The size of dust clouds varied during GATE within wide 

limits which ;s quite natural, and is determined by the duration of the 

dust outflow from the feeding center, as well as by peculiarities of the 

synoptic situation and atmospheric circulation. 

In the images, dust clouds of quite different configuration were 

traced, e.g. comparatively small, almost linear, or slightly curved, like 

the clouds seen in the IR image obtained on 29 July (Fig. 3a). This dust 

cloud was 1300 km long and 200-500 km wide. 

Sometimes the dust flowing from the continent to the Atlantic 

formed a large cloud, corresponding to the zone of "Sea of Darkness", 

like the situation registered at 1500 Z, 9 July. In other cases, the 

dust flowing to the Atlantic was drawn into the gigantic circulation of 

the Azores anticyclone, and as a result, the dust cloud drifted along an 
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Fig. 3a Dynamics of the dust cloud of 29 July, 1974, at 1600 GMT, 
as inferred from the IR SMS-1 images. 
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21: 00 210: 74 01-A 0020-1801 4X4 IR BiAGE 

Fig. 3b Dynamics of the dust cloud of 29 July, 1974, at 2100 GMT, 
as inferred from the IR SMS-1 images. 
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07:00 211:74 01-A 0020-1801 4X4 IR IMAGE 

Fig. 3c Dynamics of the dust cloud of 30,July, 1974, at 0700 GMT, 
as inferred from the IR SMS-1 images. 
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enormous arc reaching the Northwestern African coast and southern Europe. 

This case was traced, in particular, in the IR image obtained on 30 July 

(Fig. 3c). The cloud was 4500 km long and 500-700 km wide. In some 

cases, during the western drift, the dust cloud moved to the American 

coast. 

Such an outbreak was registered, for example, on 8 July 1974, in the 

image obtained from SMS-l [32J. On 5 August, the dust cloud was detected 

(also from the SMS-l images) near the eastern coast of Florida [33J. The 

area of the dust clouds varies depending on the power of the dust source, 

and the character of the atmospheric circulation; and averages several 

thousand square kilometers. Sometimes, dust zones of great length are 

observed. For example, the dust turbidity of the atmosphere over Western 

Africa and the Atlantic registered at 0700 Z, 30 July, covered about 

6800,000 km2. The area of the dust cloud was 1,500,000 km2 over land and 

approximately 5,300,000 km2 over the sea. Of even greater size was a 

gigantic dust cloud registered in the image on 3 July 1969, which moved 

toward the South American coast over the Atlantic. Its area was about 

6,000,000 km2, i.e. this cloud covered about 0.1% of the globe [28J. 

The area of the contrasting "small" independent dust cloud was much 

smaller (approx. 160.000 km). As the analysis of the IR images showed, 

such a cloud was comparatively "young", and had not combined with the 

dust cloud drawn out to the ocean previously (Fig. 3). 

The dust-flows registered in the photographs taken from space, come 

from different parts of the Western Sahara. With the help of the space 

images it was possible to locate several centers that produce the dust 

outbreaks. Some of them are located northwest of the Ahhagar foothills 

(2-3°E, 26°N). It is quite possible, that their formation is associated 
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with the maximum heating of the dark-colored stony surfaces of this 

region and subsequent formation of the powerful vertical convective fluxes 

which then drift towards Erg-Shelly and further over that sandy massif" 

which feeds them with dust. 

The second center generating the dust outbreaks is less distinctly 

outlined in the IR image. It is located southwest of the Ahhagar foothills 

on the plateau Tassilin-Ahhagar (23-24°N, 3-4°E), and as in the first case, 

is associated with the intensive heating of the stony surfaces and, 

probably, penetration of the cooler monsoon. In the area where the 

monsoon meets the heated surface, the convection significantly increases. 

The local dust-flows can be associated with strong deflection of small 

sand massives. Two such massives are located in the coastal region of the 

Western Sahara (Agerger region), and judging by the TV images, serve as 

the center of the local dust outbreaks over the Atlantic. The prinicpal 

directions of the dust drift are also depicted from the space images. One 

of the main trajectories of the dust movement goes from center No. lover 

the gigantic sand massif Erg-Shelly southwest of the Adrar plateau and 

further on to the coast. The sand deposits of Erg-Shelly serve as a 

feeding source for this dust-flow. The fact that the moving dust-flow 

masks the hills' tops of up to 600 m elevation south of Adrar plateau 

(this is seen when the images of 4 and 30 July are compared - Fig, 2a, 2b), 

enables one to infer that the flow moved aloft up to 0.6 km, i.e. it rose 

from the ground for at least several hundred meters. 

From the region of the second center, the dust cloud moves southwest, 

judging by the IR images (Fig. 3a), and passing over the lowland of the 

Niger River, catches the light-colored particles associated with the silt 

deposits of Niger floods. 
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2.4 Meteorological Conditions in the Zone of Dust Clouds 

As a rule, cloud-free weather or few clouds were observed in the zone 

of dust outbreak. It was noted also that intensive development of 

convective cloud.iness together with accompanying phenomena takes place 

at the boundary of the Saharan aerosol layer, or in its absence, over the 

whole intertropical convergence zone. These observations enable one to 

assume the aerosol cloud to have certain properties stopping the 

development of cloud convection and some self-stabilizing mechanism that 

maintains the dust cloud's spatial structure. 

2.4.1 Principal Meteorological Characteristics of the Saharan 
Aerosol Layer (SAL) 

In summer months 9 the anticyclonic formations over Western Africa 

favor the heated air and dust outflow over the Atalntic between 10° and 

25°N. The aerosol cloud with its base at 0.5-1 km and its top at 4-6 km 

moves together with the western air flow going as far as 3-4 thousand km 

from the African continent and reaches the coasts of the North and South 

America in 6-8 days at an average speed of 15-20 km/hr. The lower 

boundary of the aerosol layer usually coincides with the upper boundary 

of the trade wind inversion. Beneath the inversion, a heavily moistened 

air layer is located, where the trade-wind inversion cloudiness is formed, 

amounting to 5-8 eights cloud cover. Though the surface air layer con

tains a great amount of water vapor, the trade wind inversion inhibits 

the development of convective cloudiness. 

The lower boundary of the aerosol layer is usually distinctly pro-

nounced and can be determined by the moment of the horizon disappearance 

(the mean height of the base is 0.38 km). The lower part of the aerosol 

cloud is 5-6°C wa,rmer as compared to the normal dust-free tropical air. 
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Higher, up to the altitude of 4-5 km (the mean value of 4.8 km), a 

distinctly pronounced colored aerosol layer is located, characterized 

by a sharp deterioration of visibility down to 500 m, high potential 

temperature (higher than 40°C) and a sharp decrease of the water vapor 

content. 

The stepped structure of the vertical profile of the absolute air 

humidity (q) through the aerosol layer is rather typical (Fig. 4). The 

anomalous overheating remains through the aerosol layer up to the 650 mb . 

level (3.5 km), above which the dusty air turns out to be cooler as 

compared to the clear atmosphere. At the external boundaries of the 

aerosol cloud, sharp horizontal gradients of meteoelements are observed 

up to I-2°C change in the air temperature and 5-6°C change in the dew

point temperature. On the whole, the aerosol cloud presents a large

scale temperature inhomogeneity somewhat lifted over the ocean level and 

characterized by high self-stabilizing properties. 

The analysis of the data from 20 flights in the cloudless tropical 

troposphere with a strongly pronounced aerosol layer, makes it possible to 

draw the mean vertical profiles of the meteoelements and to reveal their 

most characteristic properties. Figure 4 presents an idealized picture 

of the air temperature, absolute humidity and wind speed profiles. 

The trade wind inversion is smoothed down in the averaged profile 

of the air temperature, but the general background of the thermal anomaly 

in the zone of the aerosol layer is pronounced distinctly. Inhomogeneities 

of the averaged profile of wind speed correlate with the zones of temper

ature anomalies: the first maximum at the altitude of 2.5-3km coincides 

with the mean level of minimum visibility in the aerosol layer and with a 

maximum of aerosol concentration. The second maximum of the wind speed 
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coincides with the top of the aerosol cloud. The distribution of absolute 

humidity is characterized first of all by the stepped structure, which 

indicates the stratified character of the aerosol cloud. 

Let us discuss a specific synoptic situation during one of the most 

powerful dust flows on 29-30 July 1974. 

2.4.2 Synoptic Situation During the Powerful Dust Outbreak on 30 July, 1974. 

In July, the second (after January) largest dust storm is observed in 

the Western Sahara. At this time the outbreaks originate not because of 

strong winds, but due to powerful overheating of the Tower air layers, 

intensive convection and formation of baric depressions. When the dust 

rises to a certain altitude, it is carried away by the northeastern trade 

wind, and being drawn into the Azores anticyclone circulation is transported 

over the Atlantic Ocean first eastward, and then to the north and northwest 

along the periphery of the anticyclone. Gradually, the dust covers all 

the area occupied by the anticyclone. As a result, an enormolls dust cloud 

is formed which sometimes reaches South America while drifting westward. 

For such a distant dust transfer, strong stationary northeastern 

winds in the lower troposphere are necessary. They occur when the center 

of the Azores anticyclone drifts to the southeast towards the African 

coast. At the altitudes over the southern part of the Western Sahara, 

high baric gradients are formed,"which lead to the strengthening of the 

northeastern trade wind and harmatan. 

A similar situation was observed on 29 July, 1974. The center of the 

Azores anticyclone was located in the extreme south (30 0 N, 25°W - near 

surface. and 30o N, lOoW - at the 700 mb level). This caused the increase 

of the baric gradients, which in turn led to the strengthening of the 

northeastern trade wind. The anticyclone in the southern hemisphere 
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drifted northward too. The pressure crest stretched towards the equator, 

along 20
o

W; as if an arch was created between the Azores anticyclone and 

the southern hemisphere. The intertropical convergence zone was divided 

into two branches (Fig. 5). The possibility now occurs for air exchange 

between the northern and southern hemispheres. 

Using extensive statistica'l data from the ATS-III geosta,tionary 

satellite, TV im~ges, together with simultaneous synoptic data and dust 

concentration measurements, the American researchers have put forward a 

circulation model of the powerful dust outbreaks into the Atlantic [29]. 

According to this model, an atmospheric front is born in the lower 

atmospheric layers when hot African air meets with the cool and humid 

Atlantic air mass. This front is clearly traced in TV images as a cloud 

field generated during an overflow of clean (dust-free) hot African air. 

Afterwards, this disturbance drifts westward together with dust clouds. 

In the IR image dated 29 July, 1600 GMT, a cloud ridge stretching from 

southwest to northeast (along 20
o

W) and contacting the ITCZ in the south 

stands out particularly clearly. Obviously, it is associated with such 

a front in the clear air zone. Over the,West African coast a cyclonically 

bent dust cloud connected with the northern extreme of this surface front 
o 

in the area of the dusty air outbreak can be traced from the shore to 12 W 

and from 18-20DN. The surface front is expressed as a p~essure!gr~dtent. 

In the surface pressure chart (Fig. 6), a low pressure ~one with two 

centers is present: one in the dust cloud area, the other coincides with 

the cloud front. The positioning of this surface front corresponds to the 

beginning of a new hot Saharan air outbreak into the ocean. 
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In the Western Sahara, the dust storm centers originated near the 

surface, and they reached their maxima in the afternoon of July 29 (Fig. 6). 

One center with the coordinates of l8°N, BOW was formed as a result of 

cool western monsoon air colliding with dry and hot eastern flows. The 

second center arose in the western region of the central Sahara (31°N, a-5°W) 

due to the formation of the powerful convective fluxes when the surface was 

strongly heated. For the same reason, the third center of dust storms was 

produced in the region of 5°W - 0° and 200N - 25°N. The first two centers 

can be spotted in the synoptic map and IR images, the third center only in 

the image. As is seen from the 29 July IR images (Fig. 3a), the enormous 

dust cloud was caused by the lifting of the dust from the first center of 

the storm, with its subsequent transfer over the Atlantic along the Azores 

anticyclonic circulation. The analysis of the baric topographic maps has 

shown that this dust transfer over the Atlantic occurred at the altitude 

of about 3 km (Fig. 7). On 30 July, a further formation of the gigantic 

dust flow over the Atlantic was observed, as a result of dust transfer 

from the other dust storm centers into the high-altitude atmospheric 

circulation. 

2.4.3 Dynamics of the Dust Flow From Africa on 29-30 July, 1974. 

The joint analysis of the IR and TV images obtained from a 

geostationary satellite on 29-30 July, 1974, makes it possible to trace 

the dynamics of development of the dust cloud under consideration. The 

first IR image in which a dust flow was spotted, was seen at 1600 on 

29 JUlY. At this time two storm centers were easily seen in the form of 

dust clouds (one in the region of 18°N, 8°W, the other in the region of 

31°N, COW). Judging by the image, the first center was the source of the 
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dust cloud registered at this time oyer the Atlantic. The second center 

was identified by a stretched broadening cloud consisting of individual 

streams . 

. From the analysis of the subsequent images obtained on 29 and 30 July, 

one can see the way the dust transfer from the second center over Africa 

to the Atlantic happened (Fig. 3a, 3b). Comparing the IR images obtained 

at 1600 and 2100 on 29 July~ we see that the front edge of the cloud 

drifted a distance of about 5°in five hours, latitudinally, i.e. this 

transfer went on with the speed of about 30 m/sec. Since the network of 

aerological stations in the region considered is rather sparse, this fact 

is an important additional source of information about the northeastern 

trade wind speed at the altitudes of 1-3 km. 

The simultaneous analysis of TV images (1800) and the surface relief 

showed that the base of the cloud was higher than 600 m. Later on, the 

dust cloud drawn into the Azores anticyclonic circulation, drifted over the 

ocean filling the Azores anticyclone (Fig. 3). In 10 hours (0700, 30 July), 

the frontal part of this outbreak was near the meridian of 25°W. The 

transfer speed appeared again to be 30 m/sec. 

Now, let us trace the changes of the dust cloud boundaries oyer the 

aquatic area. At 1600 on 29 July, the front(western) cloud edge reached 

30o W, the northern one - 35°N, and the southern one was at about looN. It 

is interesting to single out a small spur of the dust cloud which, as if 

breaking the ITCZ~ edges itself between its two branches, reaching looN 

and possibly moving even further to the south. In the image obtained at 

1600 or. 29 July (Fig. 3a) the cloudiness located along the western 

boundary of this dust spur is traced up to 9°N. The westward reach of 

the spur went as far as 21°W. In five hours (2100), the western edge of 
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the main cloud reached 33°W, and the southern spur was observed at 23°W. 

The cloud spur drifted southward to 7°N (further southward movement of 

dust is difficuit to discern). At 0700 on 30 July, the western boundary 

of the main cloud reached 35°W, and the southern spur - 25°N. The cloud 

wesbfard drift went at a speed of about 10 m/sec. 

On 29-30 July, 1974, some of the GATE ships happened to be in the 

region of the cloud's southern spur. While only IlPoryv" was in the cloud 

at 1600, 29 July, at 0700 on 30 July, IIVize" and IIKorolov u were embraced 

by the dust zone as well. The ship data made it possible to obtain 

infor'mation on the optical and microphysical charactersitics o.f the dust 

cloud. 

Let us turn now to a discussion of these observational data aiming 

at the subsequent consideration of the aircraft aerosol measurements 

results (Chapter 4) both in the dust zone and beyond it. 



3. MICROPHYSICAL AND OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
DUST AEROSOL AS INFERRED FROM THE SHIP DATA. 

As was already noted, the region of the Atlantic from 22°N to 10"N 

and down to 400W (the so-called "Sea of Darkness") [18] is characterized 

by systematic dust outbreaks over the ocean from the African deserts due 

to the northeastern trade wind. This feature is superimposed on all the 

specific aerosol optical characteristics of the atmosphere in this palrt 

of the global ocean. 

Figure 8 depicts the dust fallout regions into the Atlantic on three 

different occasions [8]. The first maximum fallout is observed in . 
February and reaches 21.6%, the second one in August (10.4%) and the 

minimum of 1.6% in November [9]. Up to the present time, the atmospheric 

aerosol reasearch in the "Sea of Darkness" has been qualitative. The first 

quantitative data were obtained in March-July 1970 by the scientific 

research ship IIAkademik Shirshov" [5] and in 1972 - during the USSR 

TROPEX-·72 national experiment by weather ships "Musson" [10] and 

IIAkademik Kurchatov ll [4, 11, 12]. 

The specific nature of the atmospheric aerosol and its radiative 

characteristics in the region of IISea of Darkness" is distinctly 

presented through the data obtained during TROPEX-72 by the ship "Musson" 

whi1e it performed a meridional cross-section along the 19 W longitude 

from 30 N to 15 S. These data are represented in Fig. 9 [10]. 

In the region under consideration, the aerosol and optical propelrties 

of the atmosphere deperd significantly on the air masses' trajectory, 

especially in the lower 2 km layer. In the beginning of the meridional 

cross-section from 300 N to 25°N, the mean wind in the 2 km layer gradually 

turned from west to north. At these points, the pure oceanic air masses 
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entered the investigated region; these air masses were characterized by 

low aer'osol particle concentration and s1 ight aerosol attenuation of the 

solar radiation. The northeastern trade wind dominated over the band of 

22-100N. This area clearly stands out in Fig. 9 due to its aerosol

radiative characteristics. Radiation attenuation due to aerosol, 

concentrations of all the measured particle fractions, and the weight 

concentrati'on reach their maxima in this region. 

The filter exposed from 15 to looN turned out to be covered by a 

layer of yellow sandy dust. The spectra of particle siz'e registered 

along the axis of the IISea of Darkness" (l4°N, 19°W) are given in Fig. 10. 

For comparison, the mean spectra of the surface air layer aerosol 

size observed in the countryside over the Central part of the USSR 

European territory under the conditions of high atmospheric transparency 

(meteorological visibility SM = 30 km) and dense haze (SM = 2 km) are 

shown in the same Figure [13J. 

The gigantic particle concentration over the "Sea of Darkness li 

greatly exceeds the mean concentrations registered over the USSR central 

European area in dense haze. Minimum concentrations measured over the 

ocean (Fig. 10, curve 3) are tenfold lower than those found in the 

surface air layer over the USSR central European area. 

The second meridional cross-section during the TROPEX-72 made also by 

ship "Musson" along 26°W, from the equator to 22.5°N (27 August - 1 September) 

showed that the maximum aerosol concentrations were observed in the 

zone of maximum dust fallout over the II Sea of Darkness ". As a 

rule, the particle concentration along 26°W turned out to be lower than 

the corresponding values along 19°W. Apparently, this is associated 

with the ship moving away from the African continent, over which the 
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Spectra of particles· size from the TROPEX-72 data: 
1, 2, 3 - oceanic, registered in the region of maximum (19°W, 

14°N) and minimum (19°W, 14°S) particles· concentrations 
4, 5 - middle spectra of the continent aerosol at meteorological 

visibility of 30 and 2 km [23]. 
6 - spectrum of particles· size from the 30 July, 1974 data 

(equator, 100W). 
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trade winds are constantly blowing. For the 12 to 24°N region, the 

shortest distance from Africa to the 19°W meridian constitutes 300 km, 

while for 26°W, it ;s about 900-1000 km. 

The decrease of large and gigantic particle concentration observed 

when moving away from Africa, testify to the continental origin of the 

main bulk of aerosol particles for this region of the Atlantic. The 

atmospheric particle concentration registered at 19° and 26°W, practically 

coincide, which is associated with their slow fallout and washout from 

the atmosphere. 

Comparison of the radiation attenuation values due to aerosol, with 

the aerosol particle concentration in the near-water atmospheric layer 

has shown that a maximum of aerosol attenuation (transparency coefficient 

Paer . = 0.52, P2 = O.43) is observed in the areas of the highest aerosol 

concentrations. 

As is known, the radiation absorbed by water vapor and aerosol 

particles heats the lower troposphere. According to the data of Ref. 14, 

the value of radiative heating in the lower troposphere in middle 

latitudes is near 0.06 - O.lo/hr for clear summer days, reaching in 

some layers 0.2°/hr. The particle content in the atmosphere over the 

"Sea of Darkness" is high, and the total atmospheric water vapor content 

reaching 4-5 cm is much higher than the middle latitudes [15J. 

Therefore, one can expect a more intensive air heating due to 

absorption of solar radiation by aerosol particles and water vapor. 

Measurements and calculations of aerosol absorption carried out in [14, 16] 

have shown that radiative heating can lead to the formation of an inversion 

in the lower tropospheric layers. In Fig. 11, the meridional trend of the 

air. temperature variations over the tropical Atlantic (19°W) at the 
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altitudes of 27, 1000, 2000 and 3000 m, plotted according to the data of 

four times-a-day soundings from aboard the "Musson" is compared with the 

simultaneously measured intensity of the aerosol attenuation of solar 

radiation [10]. 

As follows from Fig. 11, the maximum temperature of +28°C was 

registered in the sub-equatorial zone at 5°N in the near-the-water air 

layer. The maxima of air temperatures at the altitude of 1-3 km are 

shifted further north (13-200 N). The region of the maximum air temperatures 

1n the lower 3 km layer is located in the area of the "Sea of Darkness" 

and correlates with the zone of the maximum direct solar radiation 

absorption by the aerosol. The maximum air temperature at the 1 km 

altitude correlates well with the area of maximum aerosol absorption 

through the meridional cross-section over 26°W. 

However, at the altitudes of 2 and 3 km such a correlation was not 

observed. It should be mentioned that though the causes of the trade 

wind inversions ' generation are well known, namely: the downward movement 

of air in the anticyclone, the intrusion of air masses into the tropical 

zone; the intensive solar radiation absorption by aerosol particles and 

water vapor, will playa certain role in the inversions' deepening over 

the "Sea of Darkness". 

The constant presence of dust alters the optical properties of the 

atmosphere over the region of the "Sea of Darkness". As the results of 

the expedition TROPEX-72 [4] have shown, the principle feature of radiation 

attenuation in the 0.35 - 1 ~m region of the spectrum over this oceanic 

area is similar to the peculiarities of radiation attenuation over 

desert areas, including the increase of attenuation near. A = 0.38 ].lm, 

which is to all appearances caused by absorption by haematite particles 

(F e
20

3
) uo] . 
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Table 1 presents examples of comparing the optical characteristics 

of the atmosphere and the total water vapor content ( w ) for the Kara-Kum 

sandy desert and the sub-equatorial Atlantic subjected to the Saharan dust 

outbreaks. Here P2 is the integral atmospheric transparency coefficient 

reduced to the mass m = 2 through S. I. Sivkov's technique [18J; T*:\ is 

the aerosol optical thickness of the atmosphere; n is the index of power 

to which the wavelength is raised in the Angstrom formula T*:\ = B:\-n 

that characterizes the degree of the aerosol attenuation selectivity. 

Aerosol optical thickness at A = 1 ~m corresponds to the Angstrom index 

of the atmospheric turbidity s. 

Let us point out that according to data measured during TROPEX-72 

and GATE, the aerosol attenuation followed the usual dependence of 

T* = SA-no 
A 

Table 1. Optical characteristics of the atmosphere in the 
Kara-Kum Desert in the tropical zone of the Atlantic. 

Place of I Date P2 T* n t,! 
Observation 

I 
:\ 

1..=0.33 ~m :\=1 ~rn cm 

1 

The Atlantic 24.06 0.59 0.345 0.271 0.2 3.2 
Ocean 

I Kara-Kum 10.09 
I 

0.58 0.345 0.254 I O. 1 2.7 
Desert I 

I 
The Atlantic 24.06 0.55 0.421 0.322 0.2 3. 1 
Ocean 
Kara-Kum 16.09 0.67 0.450 0.115 0.2 0.7 
Desert 
The At'J anti c 20.07 0.73 I 0.198 0.097 0.7 4.9 
Ocean I 

I 
Kara-Kum 

I 
19.09 

I 

0.77 0.184 0.078 0.8 0.6 
Desert 

I I --_._- I 
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As is seen from Table 1, the values of aerosol optical thickness 

can be close to each other for the two global regions under consideratio~ 

in spite of the great difference in water content. In those rare cases 

when the values of W were of the same order, not only spectral but also 

the integral characteristics of transparency coincided as well. In 

other cases) a heightened water content over the equatorial Atlantic 

caused the decrease of integral transparency. 

The powerful dust flows from the continent - the result of dust 

storms over the African deserts, change the optical and aerosol 

characteristics of the atmosphere even more. 

Table 2 and Fig. 10 show the effect of a dust cloud outbreak on 

optical and aerosol characteristics of the atmosphere in the sub-equatorial 

zone of the Atlantic as "inferred from the data obtained during TROPEX-72 by 

the weather-ships IIAkademik Kurchatov" and IIMusson ll
• The ships were in the 

bunkering area near the Mauritanian coast under coordinates of ~ = l8°8 I N, 

A = 16°5 1 W [4, 10, 12J. In the given season, the boundary between the 

Azores oceanic anticyclone and the summer baric depression existing over 

the Sahara passes through that area. The high-altitude northeastern winds 

were carrying great amounts of dry dust through which the higher clouds 

could hardly be observed (the stable northwestern winds enveloped only 

the lower layers). The effect of the dust flow was so powerful that the 

mean transparency coefficient for the whole atmosphere reduced to mass 2 

constituted 0.58 (the integral optical thickness L2 = 0.372), reaching in 

some cases 0.43 (L2 = 0.845). Meteorological visibility dropped down to 

8.7 - 12 km, the values of nand Breached 0.2 and 0.34, respectively. 

The last line of Table 2 gives the mean values of the enumerated 

parameters, typical for the sub-equatorial zone of the Atlantic Ocean 
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during this period. The values of the integral aerosol atmospheric 

transparency coefficient and the integral aerosol optical thickness 

calculated according to [18] are given in brackets. Note, that the 

obtained values of atmospheric transparency for the near-water layer agree 

with the values in [34J, according to which the "Sea of Darkness ll is 

characterized by meteorological visibility of about 15 km, and 25 to 30 km 

for the equatorial Atlantic. The spectrum of aerosol particles registered 

on board the IIMusson" ship [10] at the same time is presented in Fig. 10. 

Curve 2 corresponds to the particle size distribution obtained on 1 August, 

1972. Curve 3, as was stated above, was obtained in a practically dust-free 

region of the Atlantic at 14°5, 19°W. As follows from Fig. 10, particle 

concentrations differ by the order of three for all the sizes, the 

particles with radius r> 10 ~m being practically absent in the pure 

oceanic aerosol. 

Weather ship I 
IIAkademik I 

Kurchatov il 

1 August 
1972 

Averaged for 
the period of 

TROPEX-72 
I 

Table 2. Atmospheric transparency in the 
zone of the dust outbreak. 

Vertical transparency of 
T* = SA -n 

the atmosphere h 

P2 1"2 n S 

0.58tO.69) o . 545 ( O. 372 ) 0.2 0.34 

0.66(0.78) O.416{0.249) 0.6 0.12 

I 

Han zonta 1 
transparency 

of the atmosphere 
5M, km (J., , km -1 

12 0.250 

30 0.100 

Three dust outbreaks from the African continent were ~ecord~d 

during the GATE from aboard the ship "Passat li lying at the equator under 
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A = lOoW. In this region, the increase of the atmospheric dust content 

was mainly associated with the dust transfer from the central and south-

western regions of Africa by the so-called harmatan wind. 

Table j q;ves the value of the atmospheric ootical characteristics 

observed under maximum turbidity on the given days and the values averaged 

over the fi rst and second phases of GATE. As fo 11 m\fS from Table 3, the 

most powerful dust outbreak in this region was observed on 11 August 

(this outbreak has lasted for several days). In this period, both the 

vertical transparency of the whole atmosphere, and the horizontal trans

parency of the near-water air layer have dropped. Concentration of 

large aerosol particles Nd > 0.63 ~m, reached 30 cm-3. 

As was stated above, the dust flow to the ocean observed on 30 July 

covered practically the whole area of the ship's location. During that 

period, a quick strengthening of atmospheric turbidity was recorded, the 

change being determined by the remoteness of each given point from the 

African continent. 

As follows from Table 3, the optical characteristics of the 

atmosphere observed on 30 July 1974 at the point with ~ = 0, A = 10 o W, 

are very close to those observed on 1 August 1972 over the "Sea of 

Darkness" (Table 2). 

It must be pointed out that the dust outbreak registered by "Passat" 

on 15 July was not observed over the "Sea of Darkness" and was thus 

obviously generated by the local wind (liharmatan"). The rise of the "n" 

value with the appearance of African dust should be noticed. The 

separate measurements of pure oceanic aerosol showed that aerosol 

attenuation in the spectral region of 0.35-1 microns is close to neutral 

[4, 26], while the intrusion of continental aerosol could increase the 



1~:ather-ShiP 
IIPassat ll 

cj> = 0, A = lOoW 

15 July, 1974 

Phase I Average 

30 July, 1974 

11 August, 1974 

J.3 August, 1974 

14- August, 1974 

Phase II Average 

-

Table 3. Values of the atmospheric optical characteristics 
observed under maximum turbidity. 

Vertical transparency Horizontal T* = BA-n 
transparency A 

f----

P2 T2 Sm a. n B - * -TA= l]lm 

0.61(0.72) 0.495(0.328) 17 0.180 0.9 0.29 

0.71(0.84 ) 0.342(0.174) 45 0.067 0.2 0.14 

0<58(0.69) 0.545(0.372) 16 0.187 0.6 0.30 

0.50(0.59) 0.694(0.528) 8.0 0.372 - -
0.59(0.70) 0.528(0.356) - - 0.9 0.22 

0.59(0.70) 0.528(0.356) - - 0.9 0.22 

0.68(0.81) 0.386(0.211) 40 0.075 0.8 0.16 

- ------

a aerosol attenuation coefficient. 

Nd > 0.63 lJm 
(cm3)-1 

15 

8.1 

23 

30 

16 

14 

8.5 

I 
-t::> 
--' 
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selectivity of aerosol attenuation. The area where "Passat" lay was 

constantly under the influence of the dust outbreaks during the Phase II 

so the value of "nll practically did not vary. 

The form of the indicatrix of light scattering p(y) in the near

the-water layer changes significantly under the influence of a dust 

outbreak into the ocean as well. Fig. 12 gives the indicatrices of light

scattering obtained on 11 August, 15 July,. and the indicatrices. typical 

of pure oceanic aerosol under meteorological visibilities of 40 and 100 

km. As follows from Fig. 12, the form of the indicatrix changes with 

decreasing transparency, stretching forward and acquiring a more pro-

nounced maximum at a scattering angle y = 0° and a minimum in the region 

of y = 110-120°. The asymmetry coefficient, K, increases from 1.8 at 

S = 100 km to 12 at S = 7.7 km (curve 1). According to the TROPEX-72 [17] m m 
classification the GATE data for the near-the-water layer in the presence 

of dust correspond to the 6th and 7th class indicatrices of the "sharp" type. 

Under normal conditions, the light-scattering indicatrices of the 4-5th 

class of the IS harp' type, analogous to curve 3 in Fig 12, can be most often 

observed in the near-water atmospheric layer over the ocean. 

The actinometric data obtained on many ships have made it possible 

to evaluate the effect of the dust flows from the African continent on 

the optical properties of the atmosphere over the entire GATE area. From 

the data of ten Soviet ships (Fig. 13), the spectral atmospheric 

transparency coefficient (P2) the turbidity factor (T), and the integral 

optical thickness of the atmosphere (T) were calculated. The integral 

atmospheric coefficient (P2) was calculated after S. I. Sivkoy's 

technique [18J, according to which the direct solar radiation was reduced 

either to the sun elevation he = 30 0
, or to the relative atmospheric mass, 
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L iqht-scattering indicatrices in the near-~'!ater atmospheric layer: 
1 - 11 August, Sm = 7.7 km, K = 12 
2 - 15 July, Sm = 17 km, K = 6.7 
3 - 30 August, Sm = 40 km, K = 4.4 
4 - 26 August, pure oceanic aerosol, Sm = 100 km, K = 1.8 
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m = 2, as well as to the average distance between the earth and the sun. 

In this case, the atmospheric transparency coefficient is calculated by 

the formula 

where So = 1.98 cal/cm2min. 

For these calculations, only those intensities of direct solar 

radiation measured by the AT-50 actinometer were chosen which were 

acquired under the condition of tbe open solar disc (92). Thus, not all 

the data could be processed because of the large amount of clouds for the 

ships located in the rTeZ. 

Location of the weather ships at different points of the GATE test 

area has made it possible to assess the effect of the dust flows from the 

African continent on the optical characteristics of the entire region 

under investigation. For example, the dust flow from Africa in early 

July was traced by most ships. At first a powerful dust outbreak was 

observed by IIPoryv" lying nearer to the African coast than the other 

ships. The data from "poryv" showed that the first dust outbreak 

occurred during 1-6 July. These dust outbreaks lowered the atmospheric 

transparency down to P2 = 0.58-0.60. Moving further, the dust cloud 

reached the ships IIAkademik Korolov ll and IIProfessor Vize ll on 3-7 July, 

decreasing the atmospheric transparency down to P2 = 0.58-0.60. 

On 4-7 July, the cloud approached the ship IIPriboyll, the most 

distant from Africa and located along 10-12°N. As a result of a powerful 

dust outbreak, the ships "Professor Zubov ll (7-9 July), IIMusson" (8-10 July), 

and 1I0kean" (10-11 July) registered the decrease of the atmospheric 

transparency coefficient down to 0.65-0.66; 0.66; 0.61-0.62, respectively. 

The ship IIDezhnov" that stayed clear of the ITeZ happened not to be 

embraced by the dust cloud. 
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In this case the transparency coefficient was 0.73-0.75 during the 

whole period of the dust outbreak. The second wave of the dust outbreak 

came several days later. "Poryv" registered it on 9 July (P2 = 0.60), 

and the other ships fixed it \·,ith a time lag of several days: "Professor 

Vize ll on 10-11 July (P2 = 0.63), IIAkademik Korolov" on 11-12 July 

(P2 = 0.60), "Priboyll on 10-12 July (P2 - 0.59), 1I0kean ll on 10 July 

(P2 = 0.61), !lr~ussonll on 14 July (P2 = 0.64). 

The third wave of the strong atmospheric turbidity was registered 

on 28-30 July by the ships "Poryv", "Professor Vize", "Dezhnov ll
, "Priboi' , 

when the atmospheric transparency coefficient decreased sharply down to 

0.59-0.63. In the zone of the other ships' locations, the atmospheric 

turbidity was quite high: P2 = 0.70-0.75 ("Professor Zubov", "Musson", 

"Okean"). 

On 3-4 August and 10-11 .l\ugust, the shi ps "Poryv", "Professor Zubov", 

and "Priboy" registered the powerful dust outbreaks which decreased the 

atmospheric transparency coefficient down to 0.60. The second wave of 

the atmospheric turbidity reached the ships IIProfessor Zubov ll and "Musson" 

on 14 August. 



4. AIRCRAFT AEROSOL OBSERVATIONS 

The IL-18 aircraft based in Dakar was equipped with the following 

complex of aerosol instrumentation: 

- an impactor effective for capturing the particles of r > 0.2 ~m; 

- a filtering arrangement with FPA filters for analyzing the chemical 
composition and dispersion of aerosol with r ~ 0.03 ~m; 

- a photoelectric counter registering numerical concentration and 

dispersion of the particles with r ~ 0.2 ~m. 

One of the main goals of aerosol investigations was to study 1) the 

processes forming the Saharan dust layer, 2) the processes of the layer 

wash-out from the atmosphere, 3) interaction of the continental dust with 

marine aerosol, 4) the chemical composition of aerosol. 

Aircraft observations have made it possible to study the time

spatial variability of the dust cloud, and the dust transfer from Africa 

towards America over the Atlantic. During the GATE, the thickness of the 

dust layer varied from 1-1.5 km to 4-4.5 km. The central part of the 

dust layer was usually at the level of 3-4 km. The region of the IISea 

of Darkness i
! was characterized by a distinctly pronounced aerosol layer 

of specific structure: the highest numerical concentration of aerosol 

particles at the boundaries of the dust layer and the lowest numerical 

concentration in the center of the layer, where at the same time the 

highest mass concentration of dust particles was observed (Figs. 14, 15). 

The decrease of aerosol concentration from the base of the layer to the 

sea surface ;s explained by the ability of the sea surface to easily trap 

aerosol particles (due to the particles ' sedimentation and their 

capturing by wave crests and spray), and by the vertical profiles of 

temperature in the troposphere (the upwelling fluxes in the lower part 

of the dust layer). Of some interest is an unusual dependence of the 
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aerosol particle size spectrum on height: the aerosol fraction of rough 

dispersion in total particle content increases appreciably with height. 

This testifies to a comparatively recent generation of aerosol particles 

(several hours-days):. a rather high speed of the upwelling fluxes 

(exceeding the speed of the g'igantic aerosol particles fall: W > 10 cm/ 

sec), and the sign'ificant role of coagulation in modifying the aerosol 

spectrum (apparently, the developed turbidity inside the dust cloud 

sharply increases the coagulation speed). 

The microstructural investigations have shown the large particles 

to be mostly conglomerates of smaller ones. A good correspondence of 

aerosol numerical concentration with a minimum inside the dust cloud, 

to a maximum of the solar radiation absorption is of special interest. 

Since the radiation absorption is proportional to aerosol mass, one can 

suppose that either the imaginary part of the refraction index is small 

(n i < 0.01) or the absorbing particles with high n. are inserted into 
A 'A 

larger particles. 

A significant amount of particles with inhomogeneous structures is 

observed in the electronic microscope images, which testifies in favor of 

the second assumption. The plate crystals form rather a large portion 

of the particles. Apparently, they are not the salt particles brought 

from the continent. A considerable number of the particles are dark 

brown. Some filters were colored by these particles. They most probably 

consist of ferric oxides which noticeably absorb radiation in the visible. 

The data of the chemical analysis for Fe content show this too. 

The Fe concentration in aircraft aerosol samples of the dust layer 

practically always exceeded 10 mkg/m3. The content of the metals is 

rather high (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Chemical analysis data for the aerosol 

Date 

12 July 

13 .I\ugust 

4 September 

4 September 

12 July 

13 August 

13 August 

4 September 

12 July 

13 August 

4 September 

12 July 

4 September 

4 September 

4 September 

13 August 

14 August 

12 July 

particles sampled by the IL-18 aircraft in 
the dust cloud. 

Height Elements, mkg/m3 

meters 
.Fe Cu 'Cr Pb Mg 

300 12.0 0.4 0.03 0.2 14.9 

450 

450 14.0 3.0 0.15 0.2 7.0 

450 20.0 0.04 0.2 

1500 0.1 

1500 6.0 

1500 14.0 4.0 0.2 5.0 

1500 14.0 3.0 0.15 0.2 7.0 

3000 11.0 0.3 0.04 0.7 21.14 

3000 14.0 4.0 0.2 5.p , 
3000 14.0 0.08 0.1 

4500 0.04 10.2 

4500 14.0 1.0 0.3 6.9 

5200 14.0 0.04 3.4 

6000 14.0 0.02 3.0 

6080 3.0 

6100 0.3 1.0 

6400 0.1 0.02 4.0 

Al Ca 

25 30 

9.0 

4.0 

19.3 

5.0 

7.0 

9.0 

21. 0 6.0 

7.0 

6.0 

12.0 

12.0 

5.0 

7.0 

20.0 
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Table 4a. Chemical analysis for aerosol particles 

Date 

31 August 

31 August 

30 August 

30 ,lI.ugust 

31 August 

30 August 

sampled by the IL-18 aircraft in a dust-free 
atmosphere. 

Height Elements, mkg/m 3 

meters 
Fe Ni Cr Pb Mg Al 

450 6.0 

900 2.0 

3000 0.6 0.1 5.0 

4500 5.0 0.1 0.1 4.0 

6000 6.0 

6100 12.0 0.6 0.2 0.1 

. ------

Ca 

10.0 

6.5 

4.0 
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Most of these elements are typical of continental dust but not of 

sea salts. The high content of Al exceeding 5-10 mkg/m3 in some samples 

is striking. This fact should be compared in furure with the possibility 

of aluminum containing compounds rising into the air. 

The content of Ca is very unstable. However, judging by the data of 

the approximately simultaneous measurements, it varies but little. This 

fact indicates that the dust particles can be produced by different 

sources. The particles containing calcium are not large (r ~ 10 ~rn), 

whereas the separate particles containing [Mg], [Al] are considerably 

larger: r > 10-20 ~m. 

The morpholgical analysis of aerosol samples for the elements 

typical of sea salts, and for sulphate particles, shows that these compounds 

are not found in aerosols. 

The analysis of the aerosol sampled by the "Professor Vize" shows that 

even in the near-water atmospheric layer a considerable portion of aerosol 

particles are not of marine origin. This is shown by a relatively high 

content of elements [Fe], [Ni], and [Ca] in the samples. However, the 

elements· ratio differs considerably for the samples taken on IIProfessor 

Vize ll from that in the aircraft samples. Therefore, we can state that 

aerosol particles containing [Fe], [Al], [Pb] do not descend from the 

troposphere to the near-water layer in the region of the IIProfessor 

The situation is quite different for the samples taken on IIPassat li
• 

The content and the elements· ratio in the samples taken on the aircraft 

and on the "PassaC are very similar. One can suppose that in the region 
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of IlPassat ll the particles fa-Ii out of the dust cloud coming from the 

Sahara, which is explained by the existence of an air current that carries 

the dust cloud base southward towards the region of the "Passatl!. 



5. VERTICAL PROFILES OF RADIATION FLUXES 
AND RADIATIVE HEAT FLUX DIVERGENCES. 

The actinometric observations from the MGO IL-18 flying laboratory 

were made within the GATE-74 program with the help of radiation thermo

elements - pyranometers and pyrgeometers of the Leningrad Electro

Technical Institute (Kozyrev). The spectral regions of the sensitivity 

of these sensors are 0.3-3 and 3-30 ~m, respectively. According to the 

manufacturers, the error in a single measurement is 5-6% for a 

pyranometer and 8-10% for a pyrgeometer. 

Calibrations and comparisons with the reference ship actinometers 

carried out before the beginning of the experiment, as well as the inter

comparison flights with the other aircraft, participating in the experiment, 

have shown that all the sensors used maintain their sensitivites. For 

pyranometers, the deviations from the mean values of the observed fluxes 

during the intercomparison flights, were 1-3% for K+ and 4-8% for Kt and 

for pyrgeometers, 2-4% for Lt and up to 10% for L+. 

The comparisons revealed the systematic discrepancies between the 

data on the atmospheric counter-emission L+ obtained on the MGO IL-18 

and the American NOAA C-130 and NCAR Sabreliner. Therefore, the data on 

the downwelling longwave fluxes are not discussed in this paper. The 

value of radiative heat flux divergence at the upper levels (5-6 km) could 

be underestimated by about 20% due to the possible errors in L+ values. 

The accomplishment of the GATE Radiation Subprogram has made it 

possible to study, along with the other problems, the behavior of the 

radiation fluxes and heat flux divergences in the presence of dust-sand 

flows from the African continent (the so-called Saharan Aerosol Layer -

SAL). From the point of view of analyzing these features, the results 
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of aircraft actinometric measurements in nlissl0ns 7A and 7B (according 

to the GATE international classification (3J) are of special interest .. 

These programs correspond in general to aircraft missions of the National 

Soviet program CENEX, accomplished with the use of the MGO IL-1B flying 

laboratory [36J. 

The actinometric data obtained from the MGO IL-18 flying laboratory 

on 4 July, 13 August, 14 August, and 4 September, 1974, are discussed 

below. These dates were chosen because they enable one to reveal the 

principal changes in the vertical profile of radiation fluxes and 

radiative heat flux divergences, occurring with the appearance of the 

dust layer, in comparison with the clean atmosphere. Measurements of 

4 July and 4 September, 1974 were made in the presence of a distinctly 

expressed aerosol layer (SAL), and those of 13 and 14 August - in the 

absence of continental aerosol with the top of the haze being at about 

5000 m. 

It should also be mentioned that the haze was observed during all the 

measurements in the cloudless atmosphere. In that situation, even the 

visual observations from aboard the aircraft enabled one to simply 

classify the cases of SAL. 

The continental aerosol is characterized by a reddish tint, its layer 

being quite dense with a clear upper boundary that can be determined with 

the accuracy of about 50 meters by the appearance or disappearance of the 

horizon during the ascent or descent of the aircraft. 

From the observed data for the above mentioned dates, the curves of 

the short and long wave downwelling and upwelling radiation fluxes K+, 

Kt, L+, Lt temporal variations were drawn which made it possible to plot 

the immediate radiation profiles of the atmosphere for particular moments. 
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Such a technique is considered to be standard in the CENEX data processing 

and is described in detail in [36J. 

Figure 16 gives the vertical profiles of the downwelling short wave 

radiation fluxes K~ (cal cm 2 min-l). The corresponding radiation profiles 

of the atmosphere are plotted for ~ July - 1330, 13 August - 1330, 14 

August - 1420, and 4 September - 1300 GMT, i.e. approximately for 

conditions of the local noon, the case of 14 August excepted. The sun 

elevations were respectively: 4 July - 77.3°, 13 August - 86°,14 August -

76.3°, and 14 September - 78°. As is seen from Fig. 16, the vertical 

profile of K~ sharply alters in the presence of aerosol layers. The 

profiles for 13 and 14 August indicate a considerable rise of the total 

radiation attenuation with a decrease of altitude. 

On 4 July and 4 September [40] the strongest attenuation is observed 

at the top of aerosol layer. Because of this the downwelling radiation 

flux turns out to be considerably less on all the levels within the 

aerosol layer than in the absence of aerosol. So, on 4 July, at the 

altitude of 3100 m, the radiation flux is smaller by 0.15 cal/cm2 min-1 as 

compared to the corresponding values of 13 August. It is also 

characteristic that at the expense of less intensive net radiation 

attenuation at the base of the aerosol layer, the values of fluxes at 

the lower measurement level are considerably closer. In some cases, a 

highly transparent layer is observed below 1.5 km as revealed, for 

example, by the data of 4 July and 13 August. The layer of aerosol or 

haze turns out to be elevated over the ocean surface, and its base 

corresponds to the level of the trade wind temperature inversion. 

The analysis of the upwelling short wave fluxes profiles (Fig. 17) 

. shows that in the presence of aerosol the upward radiation flux grows 
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Vertical profiles of the shortwave upwelling radiation fluxes. 
Notations, dates and measurement times are the same as in Fig. 16. 
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faster \'lith altitude) this grm'lth being practically uniform through the 

entire layer. In other vwrds, while the net radiation attenuation due 

to aeroso1 is concentrated ma,inly in the upper part of the layer, all 

the levels contribute to the backscattered radiation. These variations 

are distinctly seen on the albedo vertical profiles (Fig. 18). 

In the presence of an aerosol layer~ the albedo increases with 

altitude more qu;ckiy, the rate of increase being practically stable 

up to the top of the layer. On 4 July, the albedo variations were 

especially great: from 5.9% at the base of the layer to 12.7% at the 

top [41J. In this case, a layer was observed below 1.5 km, where the 

albedo was practically constant and equal to the ocean surface albedo 

(about 5%), which again indicates the presence of an optically "empty" 

layer near the surface. It follows from Fig. 19 that on 13 August the 

scattering properties of the haze layer were analogous with the SAL. 

However, in this case, the radiation absorption is quite different, 

apparently due to peculiarities in the particle size distribution and 

chemical composition of the aerosol. Examination of the albedo vertical 

profile for 14 August enables one to state that on this day the layer 

of an optically active haze was concentrated between 3 and 0.5 km. 

In the presence of aerosol the long wave radiation exhibits a 

sharper decrease of the upwelling radiation flux with altitude, which 

can be understood as masking of the surface by a cooler aerosol cloud. 

On 13 August and 4 September, the Lt fluxes differ by 0.12 cal/cm2 min-1 

at the altitude of 3 km. 

The obsetvations show that in the presence of aerosol, the down

welling long wave radiation flux has a greater decrease with altitude 

too. 
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For analyzing the characteristic features of radiative flux 

divergence AB vertical profiles, the most typical data for 13, 14 August 

and 4 September 1974 are presented in Fig. 20. As is seen, the most 

characteristic feature of the shortwave radiative heat flux divergence 

vertical profile in the presence of an aerosol layer (the right half of 

Fig. 20) is a maximum of absorption in the upper part of the layer. The 

analysis of the synchronous aerosol observation data shows that the 

appearance of this maximum can be explained by the fact that the most 

optically active particles are concentrated there (see Section 2) [42]. 

The heat flux divergence remains practically constant in the middle part 

of the layer and even decreases below 1.5 km in the optically less active 

zone be1o,"1 the base of the aerosol cloud. 

In the absence of a dust outbreak, the vertical profile of the short 

wave radiation absorption turns out to be quite the opposite: the heat 

flux divergence increases with a decrease in altitude reaching a maximum 

at the lowest level. 

The net radiative heat flux divergence is also greater in the 

presence of the aerosol: on 4 September, 1974, the heat flux divergence 

to a layer of 0.45 - 6.1 km was 0.31 cal/crn2 min-I; on 13 August it reached 
2 -1 0.23 cal/cm m"in to the layer of 0.3-6.1 krn, the additional (as compared 

to the clean atmosphere) absorption contained in the upper part of the 

aerosol layer. In the absence of a distinctly pronounced aerosol layers 

the longwave radiation exchange leads to cooling on all the levels. 

However, in the middle troposphere the cooling is negligible, and only 

above the upper boundary of haze does it become comparable with the value 

of shortwave heating (Fig. 20). A maximum cooling is always associated with 

the top of the aerosol or haze layer. So, on 14 August, the maximum is con

tained in the 1.5 - 3 km layer (compare with the vertical profile of albedo). 
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The information obtained on 13 August and 4 September, 1974, makes 

an analysis possible within the framework of the complete radiation 

experiment rea"lization. On these days, a complete radiation data set 

was obtained together with aerosol sampling, and meteorological parameters 

of the atmosphere. The observational conditions met the requirements for 

the complete radiation experiment in a cloudless atmosphere. The data on 

the content and chemical composition of the atmospheric aerosol (SAL) 

enable one to understand the nature of aerosol absorption [43J. 

The actinometric data show that the radiative properties of the 

aerosol layer have altered during the sampling process. The total 

short wave radiation absorption by the 450-6100 m layer at 1200 GMT 

reached 0'.34 cal/cm2 min-I. By 1500 GMT it decreased down to 
2 _ 1 

0.23 cal/cm min!. The net long wave cooling for the same layer and the 

same time span amounted to 0.028 cal/cm2 min-1 and 0.007 cal/cm2 min-I, 

respectively. The radiation profile of the atmosphere plotted in Fig. 15 

for 1300 GMT, presents the vertical distribution of radiation fluxes and 

heat flux divergences. 

The analysis of the data obtained makes it possible to draw a 

conclusion that the change of radiative heat flux divergence and its 

vertical distribution with time are caused by variations of the aerosol's 

radiative properties. Observations show that the small and most optically 

active particles (r ~ 0.2-0.3 ~m) were concentrated in the upper part of 

the layer~ and their concentration is significantly higher in the case of 

the first sounding. This explains a high absorption in the first case. 

The avail able data on the pa.rticles I ·chemical composition and (aerosol) 

size distribution will make it possible to construct a model of the 
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compiex index of particle \'efraction and to theoretically calculate 

aerosol absorption. In connection with this~ the analysis of data on the 

shortvnwe spectral fluxes in a free atmosphere is of great importance. 



6. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE SHORTWAVE RADIATION FLUXES 

AND RADIATIVE HEAT FLUX DIVERGENCES. 

Two spectrometers (K-2 and SPI-74) on board the Il-18 aircraft 

enabled one to measure radiation fluxes over the regions of 0.4 - 0.95 }-1m 

(K-2), and 0.4 - 2.5 ~m (SPI-74). The overlapping of the instruments' 

spectral ranges enable one to accomplish reciprocal accuracy control of 

the results obtained and to reduce the SPI-74 readings (which has not 

been calibrated in absolute units) to the absolute scale. 

Let us begin with the K-2 spectrometer data regarding mainly the 

visible part of the spectrum. 

6.1 VisilJ]e Part of the Spectrum 

The measurements made It'iith the help of two identical short wave 

K-2 spectrometers, provided the spectral downwelling and upwelling 

radiation fluxes, which made it possible to further calculate the spectral 

net radiation. spectral albedo and spectral radiative flux divergence. 

The spectral resolution was about 0.002 urn, the angle of vision 180°, 

time of scanning over the entire operational wavelength region was 

about 10 sec. The measurements were taken at different levels in the 

free atmosphere during the horizontal flight, and as a rule, in the 

!Ifast 'i descent regime [19]. 

6.1.1 Spectral Fluxes and Bala~ces in a Cloudless Atmosphere and in the 
Presence of a Stratocumulus Cloud Layer. 

F"igure 21 (a, b~ d~ e) ShO\,IS the spectral dovmwelling K+A and 

upwelling, KtA radiation fluxes at various levels in the atmosphere, 

measured on 4 September, 1974, and 13 August, 1974, in the cloudless 

atmosphere. In the visible, the curves are smoothed down. As is seen 

from the figure, the absolute values of spectral fluxes depend 
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significantly on altitude. In the continuous spectrum, the fluxes 

decrease with decrease of flight level, the flux vs. height derivative 

varying from day to day due to peculiarities of the atmosphere stratifi

cation in the GATE area. 

According to the CENEX data [20J, a monotonous decrease of aerosol 

concentration with altitude and, hence, the monotonous vertical profiles 

of radiation fluxes were always observed. 

Under a IItwo-layer" structure of the tropical atmosphere, the 

radiation fluxes variation with altitude is not monotonous. The fluxes 

are greatly attenuated in the upper part of the sounded atmospheric layer, 

where the dust aerosol is contained, and remain practical1y constant 

through the 1 mIJer lie 1 ean II 1 ayer. 

The dependence of K~A and KtA on altitude differs in the molecular 

absorption bands, i.e, the bands deepen with decreasing height in the 

downwelling fluxes spectra, but the relative band depth decreases for the 

upwelling fluxes spectra. These regularities particularly show them

selves through in the water vapor absorption bands. In Fig. 21 (c, f) 

represent data from observations made on 12 July(f) and 4 August (c), 1974, 

namely the spectral fluxes K+A and KtA at two levels for the atmosphere 

containing a lO-point layer of stratocumulus (Sc) cloudiness. 

In the first case, the exact data on the cloud thickness ~H, the top 

height, Ht , and the base height,Hb, are absent, and in the second case, 

~H ; 0.4 km (Ht = 1.3 km, Hb = 0.9 km). The upper curves were obtained 

for the levels of H = 3.3 km (12 July 1974) and H ~ 5 km (4 August 1974), 

the lower curves [46J - below cloudiness. The radiation fluxes were 

measured also immediately above the cloud layer, however, since the 
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the stratocumulus cloudiness was horizontally inhomogeneous, the interpre

tation of the spectra turned out to be impossible due to the scarcity of 

the excerpts obtained. 

Figure 22 (a, b) depicts the curves of the spectral net radiation 

(BA = K~A - Kt A) at different levels according to the data obtained in 

the cloudless (a) and cloudy (b) atmosphere. As long as reflection by 

the ocean surface has no outstanding spectral features, the BA spectral 

curve follows the energy distribution in the downwelling fluxes. The 

variations of the absolute value of SA with altitude differ depending on 

optical conditions. In the case of the cloudless atmosphere (Fig. 22a), 

the decrease is most remarkable for the upper levels of the sounded 

atmospheric layer. In the lower layer, the BA value changes but little 

with altitude. In the cloudy atmosphere, the value of net radiation 

changes significantly with passing through a cloud layer (Fig. 22b). 

6.1.2 The Albedo Transfonnation of the System "Ocean Surface - Atmosphere". 

Figure 23 (a, c) shows the curves of the 1I0cean surface - atmosphere" 

system spectral albedo obtained on 4 September, 1974 (turbid atmosphere) 

(a), and 13 September, 1974 (relatively clean atmosphere) (c). The ocean 

surface spectral albedo (lower curves) is smooth and decreases towards 

the red part of the spectrum from 3-4% near A = 0.4 ~m down to 2-3% near 

A = 0.8 ~m. Of the distinct spectral peculiarities (associated for example, 

with the presence of plankton, etc.) none are observed. With the increasing 

altitude, the spectral albedo also increases from 2-4% near the surface up 

to 8-10% at the altitude of about 6 km and shows substantial variation as 

a function of wavelength. 
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In the lower l1 clean" laJ":sr the A, increase with height is stronqer 
A ~ 

with the shortening wavelength, which is caused by molecular scattering. 

In the dust layer, the albedo increases faster in the longwave part of 

the spectruffil and the more the dust layer thickens and the dust particles! 

concentration increases, the higher is the albedo increase. This albedo 

change is conditioned by the interaction of light with aerosol particles, 

selectively absorbing in the short wave spectrum region. These conclusions 

are If/ell illustrated by the data of Ta.ble 5, where the ilblue-red!i ratios 
A1 -" OA2 ]lm 

A' = .. 1\.-'---: _______ -. 
fj = i) R -]i11 
"). 1.). _ l- ,,' 

are given for the dates and levels under consideration. 

Table 5. uBlue-redHt'iltios for albedo. 
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Figure 23 (b, d) shows the measurement data on spectral albedc 

obtained on 12 July, 1974 (d) and 4 August (b) in the cloudy atmosphere. 

The water surface spectra"! albedo belmv the c-louds (lml/er curves) is 

sonkwhat hi gher as cO)Tlpa,·'ed to the case of cl oudl ess atmosphere due to 

the diffuse ch3racter of the incident radiation, while the spectral curve 

remains the same. The spectral albedo of thin~ trans'lucent stl~atocumu'lus 

cloudiness obtained on 12 Ju1y, 1974 at the altitude of 3.3 ~m is 20-25%. 



The albedo va~ue increases towards the blue part of the spectrum (apparently 

due to the effect of dark ocean surface). In the case of a more dense Sc 

cloudiness (H = 0.4 km, 4 fugust, 1974~ Fig. 23b) the spectral albedo 

is 45% and does not va.fJ ever the spectrum. 

In cases of both c;odd'!ess dnd cloudy atmospheres, the spectral 

albedo curves have minima in the atmospheric gases l absorption bands, 

their depth 'ir:creas'ing w'ith altitude. 

6.1.3 The_Sp§ct~~l Radiative Heat Flux Divergences in the Cloudless and 
Cloudy Atmosphere 

The values of the spectral down\'Jelling and upwelling radiation fluxes 

obtained at different levels (K+~ H.' KtA H.) were used to calculate the 
, '1 '1 

spectral rad1ative heat f'iux divergences in the atmospheric layers of 

LlHi' j = Hj - Hi- The spectral radiative heat flux divergence,s A LlH. 
, l' j 

in the atmospheric layer t.H i , j is equal to the difference between the 

spectral balances at the layer boundaries sA Lll-!. . = BA H. - BA H.' 
'ltJ 'J '1 

note this is a.n a.pproximation of the horizonta.l optical homogeneity of 

the atmosphere. 

In order to more clearly reveal the spectral peculiarities of 

radiation absorption by the atmosphere, it ;s necessary to take into 

account the characteristic features of the source spectrum (in our case -

net radiation). For this purpose, the relative radiative heat flux 

divergence or the atmospheric absorption spectral function was calculated 

according to the formula: 

100%, 

where K+A H is the downwelling spectral flux at the upper boundary of 
, 2 

the layer under consideration. 
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Figure 24 represents the values of ~~, ~Hl" . and B~, 6H., . obtained 
J 1 J 

in the cloudless atmosphere with great and small dust content (Figs. 24a, 

c and 24b. d, respectively). As is seen from Fig. 24c, a considerable 

selective absorption ;s observed over the entire region of the spectrum 

under consideration. The radiative heat flux divergence in the 0.4-0.6 mkm 

interval is produced by aerosol absorption alone. Sharp maxima are 

observed in the molecular absorption bands centered at 0.62 mkm (02' 03' 

H20), 0,69 mkm (02)' 0.72 mkm (H20), 0.76 mkm (02)' 0.82 mkm (H20), and 

0.93 mkm (H20). The spectral tendency of aerosol absorption follows 

qualitatively the spectral dependence of an imaginary particle, ni of 
~ 

haematite (mainly, Fe203) that has a maximum refraction index at 

~ = 0.41 - 0.42 mkm (the dashed curve in Fig. 24c). Identification of the 

observed aerosol absorption as absorption by haematite is verified by the 

analysis of the aerosol samples' chemical composition, which shows a 

great percentage of ferric oxides, and by the similarity of SA spectral 

trace for GATE and for the CENEX expedition, accomplished earlier in the 

region of the Kara Kum desert [21J. 

The value of aerosol absorption depends substantially on the density 

of the sandy haze which can be clearly seen from comparing the curves 

1 in fig. 24" which charaterize the values of ~A and SA for the entire 

sounded atmospheric layer. In case of a dense haze on 4 September, 1974 

(Fig. 24c), the maximum relative aerosol absorption reaches 20% for the 

6.3 - 0.5 km layer. For the thin haze on 13 August, 1974 (Fig. 24d), the 

value of B, is 5-7%. 
A 

By comparing :he curves of Fig. 24a, b characterizing the spectral 

inn uxes to the atmospheri c 1 ayers of different thickness, the main 

features of the aerosol absorption vertical distribution can be readily 
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revealed: l} steep changes of the absorption absolute value due to 

stratified vertical distribution of the absorbing aerosol component; 

2) maximum absorption at a certain altitude in the atmosphere. 

In the dust-free lower layer, the top of which in the cases 

considered varied from 0.5 km (4 September, 1974) to 1 km (13 August, 1974), 

only molecular absorption and scattering were observed. Apparently, the 

marine aerosol (if present) absorbs radiation very poorly. 

In Fig. 25, curve 1 characterizes the spectral distribution of the 

absolute radiative heat flux divergence, s-' for the entire sounded 
A 

atmospheric layer, and curve 2 is obtained by mulitplying the coordinates 

of the relative spectral heat fl.ux divergence, B~, (curve 1, Fig. 24c, d) 

approximated by the dependence of ~-l, by the ordinates of continuous 

spectral distribution of energy for the incident radiation at the upper 

boundary of the layer. Curve 2 describes the spectral course of the 

averaged absolute aerosol radiative heat flux divergence in the atmospheric 

layer. The area under curve 2 characterizes the complete radiation 

absorption due to aerosol, the area between curves 1 and 2 determines 

the complete absorption due to the gaseous components of the atmosphere. 

In case of a heavily turbid atmosphere (4 September, 1974), the absorption 

due to aerosol ;s 0.045 ±O.Dl cal/cm2 min-1 (about 3.3% of the solar constant), 

and the molecular absorption is 0.015 ±O.005 cal/cm2 m1n- 1 (about 1% of 

the solar constant). 

In a weakly turbid atmosphere on 13 August, 1974, the absorption due 

to aerosol was 0.0085 ±0.002 cal/cm2 min-1 (approximately 0.6% of the solar 

constant), and the molecular absorption was 0.015 ±O.005 cal/cm2 min-1 

(about 1% of the solar constant). The results given above refer to the 

0.4-0.95 mkm spectral region. 
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Absolute aerosol radiative heat flux divergence (double dashing) 
and molecular radiative heat flux divergence (single dashing) for 
the whole atmospheric layer sounded: 
a - 4 Septembers 1974; 
b - 13 Augusts 1974; 
1 - spectral absolute radiative heat flux divergence; 
2 - spectral averaged absolute radiative heat flux divergence at 

the expense of absorption by aerosol. 
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Bearing in mind that the principle input to molecular absorption in 

the shortwave part of the spectrum is provided by the 1-2.5 mkm range, where 

the intensive water vapor and carbon dioxide absorption bands are located, 

one can assume that aerosol and mo1ecular absorptions are comparable for 

a heavily turbid atmosphere, while in the weakly turbid atmosphere the 

molecular absorption by the atmospheric gases contributes mainly to the 

radiative heat flux divergence. 

Figure 26 gives the spectral curves of the absolute sA and relative 

SA radiative heat flux divergences in the atmospheric column containing a 

lO-point layer of stratocumulus cloudiness of varying thickness (in the 

!lall, "ei! cases the thickness of the layer is ll.H = 0.4 km). The relative 

radiative heat flux divergence values vary from 25% up to 30% for different 

days considered. The SA spectrum is relatively neutral in the visible. 

Only sharp maxima in the molecular absorption regions are observed. 

6.2 The Near-IR Spectrum Region. 

The MGO IL-18 flying laboratory operating within the GATE program was 

equipped with the SPI-74 two channel prism-spectrometer to obtain data on 

radiative fluxes and heat flux divergences, transparency and albedo, on 

brightness indicatrices, as well as data on transformation of these va'lues 

in the atmosphere over the 0.4-2.5 mkm spectrum region. The measurements 

made with the help of the SPI-74 spectrometer, mutually supplement the 

data of the K-2 spectrometers, the indicatometer, the albedometer and 

pyranometers. By the start of the IL-18 operations in Dakar, the spectro-

meter was reassembled, automatics, control and display systems were 

modified, the speed of the spectrum scanning was increased, however, its 

principal scheme and basic technical characteristics remained unchanged 
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[21, 22J, excepting an insignificant decrease of the spectral resolution. 

The measurement techniques by the SPI-74 spectrometer were those worked 

out for the CENEC program [21]. 

In this case, the specific conditions of operating in the tropics, 

with certain navigational limitations due to the simultaneous work of 

several aircraft in the zone, were taken into account. These measurements 

were characterized by the fact that the number of the azimuth profiles 

for measuring the brightness indicatrices did not exceed 2, and the 

azimuths were established irrespective to the sun. The latter hampers 

the processing and interpreting of the data obtained. At the given 

azimuths, the sky and the "ocean-atmospherell system brightness were 

measured in 10-15 directions from nadir to zenith in the vertical plane. 

Also, the brightness of a reference plate illuminated by the sun was 

regularly registered at all the altitudes. 

When processing the data, the downwelling radiative fluxes were 

calculated through the reference plate brightness corr~cted for illumin

ation by the radiation scattered from that part of the sky which is 

screened from the reference plate by the elements of the instrument and 

the aircraft hull: 

K+ = 
A 

(1) 

where sA is the instrument spectral sensitivity; Yt and YA{ln) are signal 

amplitudes by the instrument, proportional to the brightnesses of reference 

plate and the sky in the in direction; z1 is a spectral brightness 

coefficient for the reference plate; i is the zenith viewing angle; 

a is a portion of sky screened at a given azimuth; SOTH(i n) is a relative 

area cut out from the spherical surface by two circumferences parallel 
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to the horizon and drawn at the angular distances of half-a-step between 

the measurements at succeeding zenith angles from zenith: 

i + i i + i 
( " ~ ( n-1 n n n+l 50TH 'n) - 2 cos 2 - cos 2 )cos i (2) 

The measurements were taken at zenith angles ;=0, 15, 30, 45, 70 and 90°, 

and i n=15, 30, 45, and 70°. 

The up\\Ielling radiative fluxes K\ were calculated through the 

brightnesses measured at nadir angles e = 0, 20, 40, 60 and 90°, assuming 

that the brightness is independent of azimuth within the lower 

hemisphere: 5 
K \ = 'IT E A L 50TH ( S n ) • y A (e n ) 

n=1 
(3) 

The value of SOTH(Sn) is calculated in the same way as SOTH(i). Under 

typical conditions, at high sun elevations, the assumption of the brightness 

indicatrix independence on azimuth is quite acceptable. So the error in 

determining the upwelling flux through such techniques does not exceed 

15% according to evaluations made by V.I. Korzov. Considering the 

dominating contribution of the downwelling fluxes to the radiative 

balance, this error is insignificant for the sea measurements. 

Below, the results will be given of calculating the relative spectral 

radiative characteristics of the atmosphere and the underlying surface: 

attenuation coefficients for the downwelling fluxes TAI~ max, albedo AA(Z) 

and the relative radiative heat flux divergences slAI~ min calculated by 

the formul ae: 
T Iz max = K () / K ( ) A z +A Z +A Z max , (4) 

AA1(Z) = K\(z) / K+A(z), (5) 

where BACz) are radiative balances; 

BA(z) = K+A(Z) - KtA(z). 
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In calculating, the relative values of radiation fluxes were used, 

1. e. fOl"mt.il ae (1) and (3) were used wi thout the factors of e:: and 1f. 

It should be mentioned that the error in determining the radiative 

heat flux divergences by formula (6) with the use of the SPI-74 data 

reaches 15-40% for different spectral regions. In all cases~ the 

reduction of data obtained during a single sounding to one moment in 

time was accomplished proportionally to the variation of the sine of the 

sun elevation. 

Up to the present time, 8 soundings have been processed for 6 days: 

4 July, 12 July, 10 August, 31 August (two soundings), 4 September, (two 

soundings), and 29 September. According to visual assessment, the most 

transparent atmosphere was observed on 31 August. On 12 July, a dust 

layer was located over thin 9-10 point stratocumulus cloudiness. On 

4 July, 4 September and 22 September, the flights were carried out in 

the turb'l d atmosphere. On 10 August 5 the unique measurements extra

program was accomplished in the dust storm. From the scientific-research 

ship IIMusson ii and meteorological satellite data, this latter was the 

south-western bl'~anch of a dust outbreak from the African continent. 

Below, oniy those results of processing the SPI-74 data \oIIil1 be 

presented in detail J for the days on which all the availabie K-2 spectro

meter data have already been processed. 

Figure 27 gives the relative spectral influxes of radiative energy 

and albedo calculated for 1200, 4 September, and Fig. 28 gives the 

analogous data for 1350, i.e. the interval between soundings being almost 

2 hours" It fol1m'Js from comparison of Figs. 27 and 28 that during this 

time period~ the radiative heat flux divergences in the 0.5-1.7 mkm region 

increased by 10-15% in the 0.45-6.1 km~ which corresponds to doubling of 
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divergence in the 0.5-0.9 mkm part of the spectrum. In this case, the 

albedo of the ocean-atmosphere decreased in the visible, the decrease 

being stronger expressed at shorter wavelengths. The data of Figs. 27 

and 28 indicate the vertical inhomogeneity of the air mass's optical 

properties. Before noon, the most appreciable absorption is observed in 

the 4.5-6.1 km layer, but at the same time, the increase of albedo with 

altitude in the 0.5-1.3 mkm r:gion is observed in the 1.5-4.5 km layer. 

The results of the afternoon sounding lead one to conclude that the 

strong radiative energy absorption registered before noon in the upper 

half of the sounded layer, both in the visible and IR, was observed 

in the afternoon only in the IR spectrum. 

In Fig. 28a, the results of measuring the radiative heat flux 

divergences with the help of two types of spectrometers are intercompared. 

Due to a higher spectral resolution of the K-2 spectrometer, clearly 

observed maxima were obtained, which corresponded to the oxygen and water 

vapor absorption bands. A good agreement is observed between the spectral 

trace and values of heat flux divergences, obtained by different instru-

ments. 

Figure 28b gives the air haze albedo AD spectral trace. An 
A 

approximate formula was used for the calculation: 

(7) 

As follows from the plot, the haze albedo decreases with wavelength from 

11% down to 3% in the 0.5-1.2 mkm spectrum region and is almost constant 

at longer wavelengths with small maxima around the atmospheric transparency 

windows. According to the pyranometer data, the relative radiative heat 

flux divergences during the first and second soundings on 4 September are 
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20% and 13%, respectively. While the second value agrees with the 

corresponding data obtained by the K-2 and SPI-74 spectrometers, the 

pyranometer and SPI-74 data on heat flux divergences calculated for the 

first sounding differ substantially. 

On 4 July at 1411, the values of the spectral and integral parameters, 

A, T~ and 8 obtained by the SPI-74 spectrometer and pyranometers were 

analogous to those observed at 1350 on 4 September. From this, one can 

conclude that radiative properties of the atmosphere during these two 

days were similar. 

On 31 August, the data of the SPI-74 and pyranometers agreed quite 

well. From 1250 to 1500 the integral heat flux divergence increased from 

9.6% up to 22.7% according to the pyranometers' data. The analogous 

increase of radiative heat flux divergences was register'ed also by the 

SPI-74 spectrometer (Fig. 29). As follows from Fig. 29, a strong 

absorption was fixed in the 0.45-3.05 km layer, the increase of absorption 

by a factor of 1.5-2 being observed over the spectrum region up to 1.3 mkm. 

On this visually transparent day, the albedo of the underlying surface

atmosphere system did not alter at the altitude of 6.1 km for two hours. 

However, after noon, the albedo increased at lower altitudes over the 

entire spectrum. 

The albedo vertical profiles on the "transparent" (31 August) and 

"heavily turbid ll (22 September) days are given in Fig. 30. These data 

are in good agreement with the analogous albedometer data for the same 

days. According to the above mentioned data, the albedo values on a 

turbid day exceeded those on a clear day by a factor of 1.5-2. 

The bends in the curves of albedo VS. observation altitude correspond 

to the boundaries of aerosol layers and to special points on the curves of 
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the temperature and humidity vertical distribution. It should be 

mentioned that on 22 September, the high values of relative fluxes equal 

to 35-20% were obtained in the visible 0.5-0.8 mkm spectrum region, the 

heating of the sounded atmospheric layer by visible radiation taking place 

practically only in the lower 2 km layer. On this day, the absorption 

values were 30-34%, in the regions corresponding to the atmospheric 

windows. 

For the 4 September and 31 August measurements, the relative radiative 

flux divergences in the water vapor bands 1.13, 1.38 and 1.87 mkm were 

calculated for the whole sounded atmospheric layer according to the data 

collected by the SPI-74. The relative radiative energy divergences for 

the same spectral bands and the same atmospheric layers due to H20 and 

CO2 were calculated by means Qf techniques described in [24]. For the 

calculations the water vapor concentration profiles obtained simultaneously 

from aboard the same aircraft were used; the standard humidity distribution 

was used for the levels above the flight ceiling. 

The difference between experimental (total) and calculated 

(molecular) values of flux divergences corresponds to the radiative 

divergence due to the aerosol. The calculated values are presented in 

Table 6. 

It follows from Table 6 that the aerosol absorption is most 

conservative in the 1.65-2.10 ~m band. The spectral curve of aerosol 

absorption in the IR is characterized by significant instability. Thus, 

the assumption made in Section 6.1.3 about aerosol absorption decreasing 

proportionally to A-l is very approximate. 

The extremely high values of radiative heat flux divergences 

reaching 80% over the entire spectral region of 0.5-2.5 ~m, were obtained 



Date of 
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'4 September 
1974 

the first 
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31 August 
1974 

the first 
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1974 

the second 
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Table 6. Total, molecular and aerosol relative 
influxes of radiative energy. 

I 

Spectral Relative Influxes of 
Interval Radiative Energy, % 

].lm Total Molecular 

1.05 - 1.25 I 29 16 

1. 25 - 1. 65 42 17 

1 .65 - 2.10 

-~ 
46 38 

I 
I 

1 .05 - 1.25 32 I 19 
I 

1.25 - 1.65 36 26 

i 1.65 - 2.10 30 20 

I 
1.05 - 1.25 42 20 

I 
I 1.25 - 1.65 38 25 
I 

I 
I 1. 65 - 2.10 30 20 

I I 

Aerosol 

13 

25 

8 

13 

10 

10 

22 

13 

10 
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on 10 August. It is quite possible that these values are overestimated 

because the measurements have been taken during aircraft descent glissade. 

In this case, attention should be paid to the lack of absorption dependence 

on wavelength in the air mass heavily polluted by dust particles. In the 

vertical distribution of radiative heat flux divergences, a maximum of 

absorption was registered in the 2.4-3 km. Nearly half of the radiative 

heating falls on this layer. The maxima of albedo values reaching 24, 20, 

16 and 12% at the wavelengths of 0.5,0.6,1,2 and 2.2 ~m, respectively, 

were registered at the altitude of 2.4 km. Above this level, the albedo 

value decreased; at 6.1 km the albedo values were 18, 8, 3 and 5% for 

the above-mentioned wavelengths. 

The 10 August SPI-74 data can be compared to those of the scientific

research ship ilMusson n located about 2000 km from Dakar - the point of 

the Il-18 aircraft sounding. The dust flow reached the ship operating 

area on 11 August. IIMusson" fixed the decrease of meteorological 

visibility down to 6-8 km along with the sharp increase of the concentra

tion of particles greater than 0.65 ~m in diameter, reaching 30 cm- l in 

the near-water layer, as well as the decrease of the atmospheric 

transparency down to 59% by the pyranometer's readings. 

Figure 31 gives the curves of the AA and 8' A spectral curves, by 

the SPI-74 and K-2 spectrometer data obtained on 12 July. The 9-10 

point stratocumulus clouds were located at the altitudes of 800-900 to 

1400-1500 m; and the dust layer stretched from 2250 to 4500 m. The 

relative values of radiative heat flux divergences in clouds do not 

differ from those at the same levels in the atmosphere containing "dry" 

aerosol (see Fig. 28). However, a strong absorption is observed both in 

the visible and IR in the upper dust cloud layer. The albedo at all 
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wavelengths increases with height up to the 3 km level. Above this level, 

the albedo remains practically constant in the visible region and in the 

IR atmospheric transparency windows, while it decreases with height around 

the absorption bands' centers. The values of the radiative heat flux 

divergences and albedo of the whole atmospheric layer from 0.3 to 6.3 km 

turned out to be different according to the K-2 and SPI-74 data. At the 

altitude of 6.1 km the albedo of the ocean-at~osphere system is higher by 

13-14% in the overlapping spectral region of 0.5-0.9 ~m from the SPI-74 

data as compared to the K-2 data. The radiative heat flux divergences are, 

on the contrary, higher by approximately 8-10% from the K-2 data. This 

difference can be caused by errors in calculating the downwelling and 

upwelling scattered radiation fluxes, according to the measurements of 

brightness at only two azimuth angles under conditions of spatially 

inhomogeneous clouds and aerosol atmosphere. 

The measurements of the ocean-atmosphere system spectral brightness 

angular distribution indicate the dependence of the intensity of the 

sunlight patch observed at the mirror reflection angles, on the degree 

of atmospheric transparency. Under heavy atmospheric turbidities the 

reflection anizotropy decreases. These data agree well with the indicato

meter measurements. This dependence can be used in the interpretaion of 

satellite images for evaluating the extent of atmospheric trubidity over 

sea. 

Summing up the preliminary resuits of SPI-74 data processing, 

attention should be paid to the fact that under conditions of the 

tropical atmosphere over sea, significant absorption is observed in the 

intervals corresponding to the IR transparency windows, while at moderate 

latitudes there is no absorption in the clean air at these wavelengths [23, 35], 
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The revealed effects of decreasing of the ocean-atmosphere system 

reflectivity in the afternoon with a simultaneous increase of the atmo -

sphere absorbing properties, can be apparently explained by the processes 

of coagulation and moistening (or drying) of particles under the influence 

of radiative heating and cooling in convective movements. However, it is 

necessary also to thoroughly evaluate the role of advection in 

variability of the atmosphere radiative characteristics. On the one 

hand, the dust can play the role of condensation nuclei; but on the other 

hand, a strong heating of the atmosphere at the expense of the dust 

prevents the formation of clouds. 

We highly recommend that, in the future, the study of the balance 

between the aerosol and molecular components of the radiative heat flux 

divergence is ~ontinued, and also an attempt be made to evaluate the 

atmospheric aerosol spectral indices of absorption and scattering. 



7. ANGUU\R /\fW SPECTR/\L CH/\R/l.CTERISTICS OF SHORTWAVE RJl.DI/HION REFLECTANCE. 

Under the GATE Radiation Subprogram, the direct measurements of the 

"water surface-atmospheric layer l' sDectral albedo as well as the reflected 

shortwave radiation angular distribution (the reflectance function) in 

separate sepctral bands were performed on board the IL-18M aircraft. The 

results of measuring spect~al albedo according to data obtained on 13 August 

and 22 September, 1974, under cloudless conditions are presented in this 

paper together with coefficients of reflectance anisotropy calculated 

through the angular characteristics of the reflected radiation. 

7.1 Spectral Albedo. 

The direct spectral albedo measurements in 10 spectral bands of 

0.5-1.65 ~m region were perfOITtled with the help of a spectral albedometer 

[25] installed in the aircraft's left wing-tip. 

In Fig. 32, the spectral a.lbedo vertical profiles for two days 

characterized by the presence of SAL (22 September) and its absence 

(13 August) are given. On 22 September the sounding was carried out 

from 1251 to 1423 GMT9 on 13 August from 1300 to 1439 GMT. The aerosol 

layer upper boundary on 22 September was at 4300 Tn, the lower boundary 

reached the water surface; on 13 August the haze could be spotted at 

5000 meters. In Fig. 32, the sun elevations, h , for the sounding o 
horizontal runs are given. However, the dependence of AA on he can be 

ignored during the albedo profi1e analysis because the measurements showed 

that the sun elevation variations that took place during the sounding, 

influence the spectral albedo profiles far less than the wavelength and 

aerosol content. 

The characteristic feature of the spectral albedo profiles for 

22 September (Fig. 32a) is their sharp increase (approximately by the 
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factor of 2) in all the spectral bands in the lower atmospheric layer 

(300-1500 m). In the shortwave bands (0,509 and 0.553 pm) the albedo 

increased up to the SAL upper boundary, then decreased. In the longwave 

bands (0.99 and 1.24 pm) the albedo practically did not change at the 

altitudes of more than 1500 m and decreased in the ~!ater absorption bands 

(0.96, 1.13 and 1.38 pm), 

The comparison of spectral albedo vertical profiles presented in 

Fig. 32 shows that the difference in the albedo values obtained on 13 August 

and 22 September is greater for the longwave bands than for the shortwave 

ones. 

The spectral albedo vertical profiles of 13 August correlate with 

the vertical distribution of the total metal content in the aerosol 

samples (Table 4) - the maximum of total metal concentration is at 3000 m 

altitude and coincides with the albedo maximum. Thus, the albedo vertical 

profiles in the considered spectral intervals strongly depend on wavelength 

and atmospheric dust content. 

7.2 Reflectance Functions. 

Determination of the shorti'Jave radiation spectral reflectance functions 

was provided for by the spectral indicatometer (scanning radiometer) [26] 

in 12 azimuths (over 30°) respective to the solar vertical plane [27] in 

10 spectral bands of the 0.5-1.9 pm region (in the same bands as for 

albedo measurements except one). 

The spectral indicatometer measured directly the relative (with 

respect to the nadir) spectral brightness at different angles, e from 

nadir,and azimuth directions, y! at the solar zenith angle ;: 

(8) 
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Using the data on relative spectral brightness and spectral albedo, 

AA(i) the coefficient of directed reflectance RA(e, Y, i) or the brightness 

coefficient ~R(e! Y, ;) [40J was calculated: 

• AA (;) 
RA (e, Y, 1) = FA ( i) . fA, i (e, y) (9) 

where 
2~ 7T/2 

J J f, . (9, Y) • sin a-cos e dy de 
1\ , 1 

(10) 

o 0 

In order to obtain a more detailed characteristic of the reflected 

radiation field for the "ocean-atmospheric layer" system, the relative 

anisotropy coefficient KA and the reflectance asymmetry coefficient in 

the solar vertical r were calculated by the reflectance functions. 

The anisotropy coefficient characterizes the reflectance deviation 

from the isotropic one and is calculated by the fonnu'la: 

(11 ) 

The reflectance asymmetry coefficient in the solar vertical is 

determined from the expression: 

~/2 
r 

! f 
A, i 

(e, 180°) . sin e de 

r = (12 ) 
7./2 
( f (8, 0°) sin e de 
6 

), , i 

where fA,i (e, 180°), fA,; (e, 0°) are the relative brightness functions 

in solar vertical and anti vertical , respectively. 

In Fig. 33, the reflectance functions in the solar vertical for the 

0.99 ~m wavelength according to data obtained on 13 August and 22 September 

at different altitudes are presented. 
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The angular dependence of the reflectance coefficient in other azimuth 

directions and for different wavelengths are not given here, but it should 

be noted that the reflectance functions hardly depend on measurement of 

the azimuth at high sun elevations that were observed during the 

experiment. 

From comparing the curves given in Fig. 33, one can see that in the 

presence of SAL (22 September) the shape of reflectance functions differs 

greatly from those obtained in a relatively "clean" atmosphere (13 August). 

The sun path standing out clearly on 13 August at the angles close to 

nadir at all the flight altitudes (Fig. 33b) is greatly weakened at low 

altitudes and completely vanishes at 6100 meters on 22 September (Fig. 33a). 

Insignificant changes of reflectance functions with height begin from 

1500 m on 22 September and on 13 August from 3000 meters. On 13 August, 

the reflectance function at the height of 1500 m is symmetrical with 

respect to the nadir (Fig. 33b). At other altitudes on 13 August and at 

all the altitudes on 22 September, the reflectance functions are 

asyrrmetrical (the reflectance is stronger at the mirror angles) (Fig. 33). 

The reflectance function asymmetry at other wavelengths can be 

traced through the vertical profiles of the r parameter, presented in 

Fig. 34 for 13 August and 22 September. 

The minimum values of asym~etry on 13 August are observed at the 

altitude of 2000-3000 m at other altitudes this parameter monotonously 

increases. At the same time, it should be noted that the minimum values 

of parameter r for all the wavelengths correspond to the maximum values 

of spectral albedo (Fig. 32b) and total concentration of metal aerosols 

(Table 4). 
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As long as the sun elevation changed insignificantly during the 

sounding, the variation of the reflectance function asymmetry with 

altitude and wavelength is explained, for 13 August, by the atmosphere's 

optical properties change with height (see Fig. 34b, curve 1 - shortwave 

spectral band, curves 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 - longwave region). 

Verticai profiles of the reflectance asymmetry coefficient in the 

solar vertical for 22 September when the SAL was present, differ from 

parameter r profiles for 13 August (Fig. 34). Up to 1500 m the sharp 

decrease of parameter r is observed with a comparatively small 

variability at higher altitudes. Presumably this is connected with the 

fact that the SAL lower boundary was located near the water surface and 

strong variations of atmosphere optical properties were observed in the 

near-the-water layer. This is confirmed by the trend of the spectral 

albedo vertical profiles (Fig. 32) and the relative anisotropy coefficient, 

KA, presented in Fig. 35. 

For 22 September (as well as for other days with the SAL present) 

the sharp increase of anisotropy coefficient in the 300-1500 m layer and 

its relatively weak variability higher than 1500 m (Fig. 35a) is 

characteristic. let us point out that in a relatively "cleanll atmosphere 

on 13 August the monotonous (close to linear) variation of KA with 

height was observed (Fig. 35b). 

Intercomparison of the vertical profiles of the parameters, KA and 

r for different wavelengths on 22 September shows their insignificant 

dependence on wavelength which corroborates the relatively neutral 

optical properties of Saharan dust in the investigated spectral intervals. 

The 0.99 ~m wavelength is an exception where a certain increase in the 

anisotropy coefficient is observed which probably is caused by the SAL 

anomal properties in this spectral region. 
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The carrying on of further analysis of the GATE experimental data 

on the anguiar reflectance characteristics and spectral albedo of the "ocean

atmosphere ll system, with the incorporation of data on aerosol distribution 

and scattering functions, will produce more detailed information on 

radiative and optical characteristics of the dusty atmosphere. 



8. CONCLUSION 

The processing and analysis of the GATE data has only recently begun 

[38J, therefore, it is na.tural that at this first stage of analysis it is 

possible to consider only a few aspects of the numerous GA.TE objectives. 

The preliminary studies reported in this document clearly show that 

the atmospheric aerosol present in the equatorial Atlantic region does 

have a significant effect upon the distribution of radiative heating and 

cooling. Since the radiative component is one of the important atmospheric 

energy sources in the tropics, one must also consider the importance of 

the aerosol to the dynamics of the tropics. Therefore, the aerosol problem 

is important not only to the Radiation Subprogram but to the GATE Central 

Program as well. 

It is beyond doubt that the study of SAL and its effect on the 

general circulation of the tropical atmosphere are also of primary 

importance from the point of view of planning and implementing the 

Global Atmospheric Research Programme ( GARP ). 

The revelation of the role of atmospheric aerosol as a climate 

forming factor should become an important item of this program. This 

calls for elaboration of the Global Atmospheric Aerosol Radiation 

Experiment (GAAREX) program as an item of the program of GARP First 

Global Experiment, which will make it possible to considerably advance 

the solution of the lIaerosol and climate ll problem. 
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